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SYMPOSIUM INTRODUCTION 

A genealogy of the mind-body problem in the history 'of French psythology 
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CESAMES, Centre de Recherche Psychotropes, Santi: Mentale, Societe 
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Descartes, Paris 

'Ibe philosophical and medical debate on the mind-hudy problem is a central 
issue in French nineteenth century psychology, whether this be in its philosophical 
eclectic tradition, or in its scientific version fucused Oll pathological psychology. 

1ne pmpose of this session it to study this topic through four exarnples: 
reflections on the expression of emotions by the eclectic philosopher Alb,rt Lemoine 
(Stephanie Dupouy); the pathological psychology of the French Revolution by 
1-lippolyte Taine (Nathalie Richard); the point of view of asylum patients regarding 
their aihnents and theirperception of mind-body relations (Aude F auvel); the religious 
legacy in the theory and the practicc of psychotherapeutics (Jacqueline Carroy and 
Regine Plas); and, finally, the French psychiatrist Henri Ey's conceptions of mind
body relations ( Jean-Christophe Coffin). 

SYMPOSIUM INTRODUCTION 

Some 20th Century Trends ill Differential Psychology and Personality Studies: A Symposium on 
European and Russian Pel"spectives 

Organisers 
James T. LAMIELL 
Alexander LIBIN 

Georgetown University 
Washington, D.C., USA 

Conc<lPtual Background oftheSymposium 
In a book published in 1900, the. German psychologist and philosopher L. 

William Stern (1871-1938) called forthe establishment of a "differential" psychology 
alongside the general experimental psychology (Stern, 1900) that bad already been 
established, largely in accordance with Wilhelm Wundt's (1832-1920) vis.ion ofthe 
field. Tbe central business of the new sub-discipline, according to Stern (1900), 
would bc tu systematically explore characteristic and relatively enduring differences 
between individuals and groups in various domains of behavior and buman 
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psychological functioning. In Stern's view, the knowledge generated by a differential 
psychology would serve to highlight the need for a viable conception of llil!llll!l 
individuality, the lU1derstanding of wbich he bad, by bis own account, set a, the 
overriding mission ofbis scientific life (Stern, 1927). Stern did not believe that this 
objective could be reached through the channels of differential psychology alone. On · 
the contrruy, he was convinced of the need for a comprehensive Weltanschauung or 
world view offering a pbilosopbically and theoretically grounded conception of the 
human person, and this he provided in the form of that system of thought he called 
criticalpersonalism(Stem, 1906, 1918l10 1924;seealsoStem, 1917, 1918h). 

TI10ugh Stern was a very prominent fignre in German and western Enropean 
psychology, and though bis 1911 book, Methodological Foundations of Differential 
Psychology (Stern, 1911) was known in Russian cum Soviel psychology a, well, the 

systematic study of individuality or personality was lirnited to the 
materialistic-oriented approaches, leaving a little place, if any, for a metaphysical 
world view such as critical personalism. Instead, to the extent that Stem's ideas were 
incorporated into Soviel psychology at all, they were so by means of adapting the 
research methods proposed by him to the study ofbiological physiological phenomena 
taken to be relevant to a scientific ,mderstanding of individual behavior. What 
emerged, in otherwords, was essentially adiflerential psychophysiology. 

Beginning with perestroika, room was gradually made in Russian psychology 
for more complex conceptions of persons, and perspectives on this subject matter. A 
continuation of this trend is apparent in the conternporruy Russian psychological 
literatnre. 

Plan ofthe Symposimn 
Tue purpose of this symposium is to stimulate further discussion of and thought 

about these bistorical developments and their implications for contemporruy research 
and scholarship. Assuming an allotment of two hours for the enrire symposimn, we 
are planning a series of four 15-minute presentations followed by 60 minutes of 
questions and discussion. 

James Larniell (USA) will introduce William Stem's ideas about differential 
psychology and sketch bis !arger personalistic perspeetive on what he termed 'the 
prob lern of individuality' in scientific psychology. 

Era Golubeva (Russia) will speak about the differences and similarities in 
Stern's and Ivan Pavlov's approaches to studyiug humanindividuality. 

Werner Deutsch (Germany) will elaborate Stem's theoretical conception of 
person-world convergence as a position on the nature-nurture question in 
psychological development. 

Finally, Alexander Libin and Elena Libin (Russia/USA) will collaborate on a 
presentation illustrating bottlenecks in the development of the science of human 
individuality and commenting on some possibilities for re-introducing into 
contemporruy empirical research certain aspects ofStem's personalistic thinking. 

Following these presentations, the floor will then be opened up for questions 
and discussion. 
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SYMPOSIUM INTRODUCTION 

Special interest groups in British psychology and their Russian 
Connections 

Organ~er 
Richard E RAWLES 

Russian Psychology Research Unit 
University College London 

This Symposium consists of papers dealing with t:hree groupings of 
psychologists in GreatBritain committed to special interests: 1. in their subjectand its 
relation to physiology, 2. in m1derstanding critically and applying Pavlov's work, and 
3. in campaigning against the use of intelligence tests in educational selection. 

Firstly, Elizabeth Valentine examines how in England psychologists and 
physiologists interacted in the early years ofthe last century by their membership of 
the British Psychological Society, a special section ofthe British Association for the 
AdvancementofScience, and by theirwork in the University ofLondon Physiological 
Laboratory. She also discusses the important role of G. V Anrep, a young friend of 
Pavlov responsible forthe translation ofhis work into English, namely the now classic 
Conditionedreflexes of 1927. 

Secondly, Richard R.awles analyses the responses of psychologists and 
psychiatrists who were active members ofthe Society for Cultural Relations with the 
USSR during the Cold War, to especially, 1. the infamous 1948 "August Session" of 
the All-Union Lenin Acaderny of Agricultural Sciences, which decreed that the 
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science of genetics be replaced by Lysenkoism, and 2. the SovietAcademy ofSciences 
and the Academy ofMedical Sciences 

"Pavlov Sessions" of l 950, 1951 and l 952 whicb imposed the conditioned 
reflex on Soviet psychology. 

Thirdly, Deborah Thom looks at the way in which psychologists who were 
members of the Communist Party of Great Britain used theories from Soviet 
psychology in their campaign against intelligence testing. 

Thus, each paper has a strong connection with Russia. 

SYMPOSIUM l.NTRODUCTION 

'CYBERNETIC CONSTRUCl'!ONS' OF THE SELF IN SOVIET CUI,TURE 

Organisers 
Matthias SCHWARTZ 
Wladimir VEI.MINSKJ 

Berlin 

Ourpanel examines scientific constructions ofthe selfin Soviet cultnre with a 
special focus on cybernetic ideas. Even thougb cybernetics was officially forbidden in 
the Stalin period its principles and ideas had been widespreadlong before 1953. Soon 
after Stalin's death cybemetics became central for thc reformulation of scientific 
principles and cultural paradigms and was extended to a variety ofnatural and social 
phenomena. 

The panel takes this expansion of cybemetics as point of departure. lt aims to 
show how even in non-cybernetic constructions of subjectivity the idea of a self
regulating "navigation" as it can be seen in automatic communication and control) in 
functions of living or artificial bodies, and in natural or mechanical systen1s, was 
prevalent. Contributions to the panel discuss philosophical theories on social physics 
(Goller), political and scientific constructions of the "New German" (Polianski), 
popular cybemetic discourses (Schwartz), crirninalistical methods (Velminski) and 
cultural techniques ofthe 1920s (Wurm). 
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PAPER And poster presentations 
Byaathor 

In alphabetical order 

RuudABMA 
Department oflnterdisciplinruy Social Science, Faculty ofSocial Sciences 

Utrecht University, Tue Netherlands 

The Disahility Insurancc Act and the psychologization process in The Netherlands 

1be introduction of the Disability Insurance Act in i:he N ctherlands ( Wet op de 
Arbeidsongeschiktheidsverzekering, WAO) in 1967 has led to a dramatic increase of 
employees oo longterm sick leave. Also, in about one-third of thepeople incapacitated 
for work, mental problems are reported to be the cause of short and long terrn sick 
leave. Naturally, tlris became an increasing source of concem for the national 
govcmment. Since thc rnid-eighties various measures (rnostly financial incentives) 
have been taken to reduce the influx of applicants, especially those with 'vague', 
psychosomatic illnesses. In the last few years, the govemment has changed its policy, 
adopting more psychologically informed strategies with more success, so it seerns. In 
this paper, I will present a historical overview of the changes that were made in the 
Disability Insurance Act and the corresponding policy towards incapacitated 
employees, as a response to the increasing number of mentally ill in the working 
population. More specifically, I will analyse these changes from a psychological point 
of view, by classifying the succcssive strategies theoretically, according to their 
varions perspectives on the causes of the 'illness' aod the subjective and contextual 
fuctors that lead to disability insuran.ce claims. Finally, I will try to assess relationship 
between the Disabili.ty Insmance Act and the general process of psychologisation in 
the Netherlands. 

References 
Aarts, L.J.M., R.V. Burkhauser & Ph.R. de Jong (Eds.) (1999), Curing the 

Dutch Disease. An International Perspective on Disability Policy Reform. Aldershot: 
Avebury. 

Aarts; L.J.M., Ph.R. de Jong & C. Prinz (2000) Literature Study of 
Determinants of Disability Benefit Recipiency. Bern: Bundesambt für 
Sozialversicherung. 

Aart.s, L.J.M. & Ph.R. de Jong (2001) Disability Jnsurance in a Multi-Pillar 
Framework. Washington: Wereldbank. 

Jansz, J. & P. van Drrmen (Eds.) (2004) A Social History qf Psychology. 
Oxford: Blackwell. 

Prins, R., T.J. Veerman & M.K. Koster(2000) Worklncapacity in Six Countries 
FactsandFigures 1980-1995. Leiden/Stockholm: Astri/BSU. 
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Christian G. ALLESCH 
Salzburg 

The impact of Vygotsky on recent cultural psychology 

Cultural psychology, as a particular approach to a context-oriented view of 
hnrnan behaviour, has been largely neglected in Western psychology during tbe 20" 
century, but in the 80s of this century a new interest in topics of cultural. psychology 
sprang up botb inEurope andAmerica. Especially inAmerica, some of tbe approachcs 
aiming at rediscovering cultural psychology explicitly refer to Lev Vygotsky as an 
important historical representative of cultural. psychology. Michael Cole, forexample, 
argued that Vygotsky's action theory may be regarded as a theoretical base for a 
reconceptualisation of cultural psychology. 

This paper aims at a reconstructing the influence ofRussian action theory on 
recent approaches ofcultural psychology andasks forthe reason why Vygotsky's work 
was so attractive for the new generation of American cullural psychologists. 

References 
Cole, Michael (1996). Cultural psycho/ogy A once and ji,ture discipline. 

Carn bridge, Mass.: Belknap Press. 

Monica BALLTONDRE 
Annette MÜLBERGER 

Universitat Aut6noma de Barcelona 

Explaining 'The other': Spanish ethnographic interests in tbe savagc so·ui 

Tue impact of Colon's journey to the 'new world' was enormous. The news 
about the jonrney and the discovery did not only spread inside Spain but also through 
the rest of Europe. Tue written literature of the 16th century testifies the interest of 
Europeans in knowing what this world looks like, who lived there and what are its 
.richness and treasures. Thus, a subject to deal with was how to understand these new. 
hurnan-like creatures. Lis6n (1971) mentions tbe following questions with regard to 
this issue the authors ofthat time dealt with: Who are they? Are they hnrnan beings? 
Where do they come from? Do they come from Adam and Eve? How and when did 
they get there? How do they live? etc. To tbese anthropological questions 
cosmographers, philosophers, poets, theologians, lawyers, economists, and even 
soldiers tried to find an answer. 

In this paper we take a look at how Spanish authors ofthe second halfof the 
16th century described the new discovered hnrnan-like beings and how_ they tried to 
explain the savage soul. The acquaintance of Spanish culture with the 'new world' 
supplies a difficult situation that forces the Spaniards to reconsider basic concepts with 
regard to the definition ofahuman being and the hnrnan soul. Although psychology as 
a discipline did not yet exist, this interest represents clearly a psychological interest. 
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Differences between hmnan beings are perceived and have to be explained in some 
way or the other. And there was not only one answer. Tue subject !et to debates and 
controversies. 

At this time Hnarte de San Juan wrote his fumons treatise on the human 
intellect where he deals with the problem of individual differences and offen; a 
conceptual basis on which hmnan characteristics like the personality and intelligence 
could be dealt with. Others like Bartolome de las Casas and Juan de Cardenas got 
interested in similar issues through their contact with the savages in theirjoumeyto the 
'new world1

• 

Jacob A. Beizen 
University of Amsterdaru 

From VÖLkerpsychologie to cultural psycbology: a reappraisal ofWilhelm Wundt'S psychology 
of religion 

Although mauy psychologists remember Wundt only as thc founding father of 
experimental psychology, the !arger part of his publications deals with 
Völkerpsychologie ( akind ofprecursor of contemporary cultural psychology ). W1mdt 
regarded the psychological study of religion as au intrinsic part of this type of 
psychology, audhimself authored several volumes on the subject. 

This paper inqnires into the reasons why Wundt's Völkerpsychologie was 
aborted by what has become the mainstream in psychology, scans his contribution to 
the psychology of religion and asserts that his programme, despite the flaws in 
Wundt's own realizations thereof, bears considerable promise if cornbined with 
notions frorn currentcultural psychology . 

. laapBOS 
Utrecht, The Netherlands 

PaulROAZEN 
Cambridge, Mass. USA 

Seif marginalization in psychoanalysis: 
A glimpse at the unpubJisbed letters between Freud and Stekel 

Tue fracture between Freud and Stekel bclongs to one of those 'fatcful 
moments'(Giddens, 1992) in early psychoanalytic history about which a fair amount 
of information exists. In virtually all of Freud's letters from this period the issue 
receives ample attention (see especially in the Freud-Jung and Freud-Fercnczi 
correspondences). Scattered throughout the collected works, moreover, occasional 
remarks on this event surface (Freud, 1914d; 1925), while historians ofscience were 
able to fill in some ofthe missing information (Jones, 1953-57; Roaz.en, 1971; Gay, 
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1988). Between these sources there is, furthermore, a fair amount of coherence. Many 
agree on the opinion that this was not a major event in Freud's life and that his patience 
with Stekel had sirnply run out in 1912. Not scientific differences let to Freud to the 
decision to break with Stekel but only personal motives: the'character and behaviour' 
ofthe other, as Frcnd wrote in aletter in 1924. Understandably pcrhaps, Stekel (1950; 
2005) strongly objected to this conception, but he has been unahle to convio.ce 
historians of his viewpoints and thus was destioed to become psychoanalysis' 
marginal. lt does not do away with the fact !hat the <lynamics that led to this fracture 
have remaioed largely obscure. 

In this paperwe aim to recover these dynamics by exploringmore fully Stekel's 
side of the story. By thus completing the picture, we do not intendto rewrite history. 
Nor do we wish to credit the rupture with more importance than it has been given, and 
neither do we aim to throw doubt on Freud's motives ( or Stekel's, for that matter). Our 
aim is to provide insight in the interactional logic that led to Stekel's drifüng apart from 
psychoanalysis. Ultimately, this may help us understand the growth and 
transformation of psychoanalytic discourse io its early history. 

To do so, we shall presents 57 iterns from the thus far unpublished Stekel-Freud 
correspondence conserved in the Freud Archives of the Library of Congress 
(Washington), also including 4 related items. The correspondence is clearly 
incomplete, in as much as that only 5 letters of Freud are preserved, and that all of 
Stekels letters priorto 1910 and anumber from after 1912 are missing. Thus while the 
correspondence formally covers the periode 1904-1938, the bulk ofthe letters date 
from the crucial years 1910-1912. 1bat is to say that they record forernosttheperiod of 
estrangement between the two men. 

While the reasons why Freud preserved this part of the correspondence ( and 
presumably destroyed the rest) are unknown, the fact that they are occupied with their 
break implies, we believe, that he kept thern for reasons sirnilar to what organizations 
do when they 'built a case' against an unwanted employee: he kept thern as evidence. 
We read these letters as a documentation of a particular historic relationship on the one 
hand, and as the exact opposite of that on the other; as proof ofits deterioration. 

H.-P. BRAUNS 
Berlin 

1s Ebbinghaus' dictum of psychology1S long past, but only short history, a testable historical 
hypothesis? 

The main intcntions of this study are to try to intcrpret Ebbinghaus' (1907) weil 
known dictum of the long past, but only short history of psychology, as a historical 
hypothesis and to lest it. 

Tue interpretation put forward here maioly rests upon Ebbinghaus' metaphor of 
a psychological edifice erected by Aristotle. lt is said to remain standing for some 
thousand years (the past) while a new psychology slowly starts io the 18° with an 
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accelerated development during the 19" centwy (the history ). 
This twofold periodisation is embedded in broad historical hypotheses; one 

basically Aristotelian period until the 18"/19th centwy and a radical different new 
phase since then. Their confrontation with a variety of sources does not at all deliver 
sufficient evidence for a twofold periodisation. Early sources rather reveal that 
Aristotle's psychology itselfis already a blend of several traditions that exist for some 
time and last besides it. Medieval sources as documented by Siebeck (1888; 1891) 
may support one Aristotelian main stream but again several lines of development 
remain at its sidc. Roughly summarised under the heading of scholastieism theirmain 
feature is systematisation. However, the necessary presuppositions for a fundamental 
change do not arise from the Aristotelian line. As elaborated by Siebeck, they mainly 
stem from theAugustinian tradition and finally lead to empiricisation. Empiricisati<m 
clearly dominates psychology at least in the second halfofthe 18° centwy and will be 
in tnm replaced by experimentalisation from the later 19" centwy on. 

After all, Ebbinghaus' twofold periodisation bears much less historical 
evidence than a threefold one into systematlsation, empirisation and 
experimentalisation. Moreover, this periodisation feels no need to separate a past from 
of the history of psychology 

Reforences 
Brauns, H.-P. (2002). Zur Methodenfr1,ge der Psychologie im 18 . .Th. 
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Dennis BRYSON 
Bilkent University, Ankara 

Toward a DL"W science of man: Rockefeller pbilanthropy and the modernization of American 
social science 

As Dorothy Ross and others have observed, theAmerican social sciences were 
shaped by the "modemist inipulse" duriug the early twentieth centwy. Ross stresses 
that as social science assumed a modernist character, it became "ahistorical and 
technocratic, anxious to recreate the historical world in accord with the demands of 
scientific prediction and control" (Ross 1994, 171). In my paper, 1 will examine how 
initiatives in the social sciences promoted by the Rockefeller philanthropies during the 
1920s and 1930s elaborated such a modernist approach. Eschewing outdated 
speculative and theoretical approachesand encouraging the breaking down of 
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disciplinary boundaries which prevented the direct approach to the observation and 
management of social lifethese initiatives fostered the study of hmnan behavior in 
empirical and interdisciplinary ways. Their airn was the control and management of 
hmnan behaviorin orderto solve what were seen as the pressing social problems ofthe 
day. 

I will examine the social science program of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller 
Memorial (LSRM) ofthe 1920s and the efforts ofthe Rockefeller Foundation (RF) 
during the 1930s to elaborate a "new science of man:' in my paper. Both foundations 
elaborated an interdisciplinary approach that fostered cooperation not only between 
the various social sciences, but between the latter sciences and the biomedical 
sciences, thereby embracing a comprehensive agenda for rationalizing and ma.naging 
lifo. Thus, Beardsley Rum!, the director ofthe LSRM, in outlining his proposed social 
science program for the foundation, indicated that its focus would be on human 
"capacities and behavior" (Rum] 1922). Similarly, the Rockefeller Foundation's new 
science Qf maninvolved acomprehensive vision ofhuman science oriented toward the 
understanding and rationalization oflmman behavior. 
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Helio CARPINTERO 
Universidad Complutense, Madrid. 

Miguel Siguan and bis studies on social migrations: early social applied psychology in Spain 

Although psychology began to develop in Spain as applied psychotecbnology 
in the early decades of the 20" centmy, its first applications to social problems took 
place in the 50s, in its period ofreconstruction afterthe break ofthe Spanish Civil War. 

In those days, interesting research on rural life and migrations takiug place in 
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the country was carried out by a young psychologist, Mlguel Siguan, who would 
become one ofthe leading figures ofcontemporary Spanish psychology. 

He was a member of a small and active group that, headed by the psychologist 
and psychiattist Dr. Jose Germain, was developing a scientific approach to 
psychology, far from the neoscholastic tradition that was dominating the field in the 
country after the war. 

He was deeply interested in the great changes taking place in the conntry, as 
thousands of conntrymen left agticulture and turned to the largest urban centers, 
(Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao ), giving rise to a transfom1ation of the countrypopulation 
that has characterized our contemporary society. 

In three books (Dei campo al suburbio, [From the co1TI1tryside to the slums J 
was the first and the most influential one), he dealt with the social and psychological 
consequences of migration, and tried to delineate a series of measures that could 
rehumanize the phenomenon. He did his research mainly oriented towards a 
qualitative and ht1TI1atlistic approach, analyzing the life conditions and psychological 
consequences that such an important change oflife habits had for different kinds of 
people. 

Although some of these reports were ordered by a goverumental agency 
working on reorganizing property smallholdings and !arge landed estates both 
characterized the dontinant type of rural property in Spain the critical remarks and 
proposals made by Siguim deterntined that a fourth report would remained inedited. 
He reported on a !arge rural reform progratn the so called Plan Badajoz, with 
thousands of co1TI1tI)men installed in new villages, in orderto cultivate their own land 
just obtained, to keep the Plan running. Tue related werk was censored and never 
published. 

These studies represent a pioneer contribution to Spanish applied psychology. 
The picture provided here of Spanish society at that time is still worth studying. 
Unfortunately, such a line of work was not maintained, and more conservative lines, 
dealing with personnel selection and management, becatne dominant for years in thc 
field. 

Spain 
Key-words : Applied social psychology; Social migrations; Contemporary 
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Jacqueline CARROY 
ReginePLAS 

Paris 

Therapeutic influence of the mind in psychotherapy: Secularizing a religious legacy (1886-1919)? 

We shall take as our departure point 1he double meaning inberent in 1he word 
"psychotherapy" when it was "invented" by Hack Tµke, and popularized in France by 
BemheimandtheEcoledeNancy.Atthisperiod,in1hemedicalfield, 1hetermrefersto 
bo1h the mind's therapeutic influence on the body, and the therapeutic influence of one 
mind onanother. 

Later, 1he second meaning came to predominate, when the psycho1herapist's 
favoured pathology ceased to be only hysteria, principally interpreted by somatic 
symptoms, and became more clearly psychological. This pa1hology was called 
obsession orpsychasthenia ( accordingto 1he au1hor ). 

We will be taking examples of psychotherapies conducted by various French 
and French-speaking practicians, starting in 1886 when the French translation ofHack 
Tuke's book Illustrations of the influence of the mind upon the body in health and 
disease, and Bernheim's Suggestion and its therapeutic applicatlon were published, 
andfinishingwi1hJanet's 1919work,PsychologicalMedication. Weshallseehowthe 
two meanings of the word "psychotherapy" are linked, and which of 1hem has 
preference. 

We beg to differ from Jan Goldstein's analysis, which claims that in order to 
become professional, French psychiatty found support in anticlericalism. We shall be 
attempting to show that psychotherapists and 1heir patients continued to see 
1hemselves as patt of a religious culture. In this context, the mind's influence on the 
body was similar to a Lourdes miracle, and 1he psycho1herapist took on 1he role of the 
Catholic priest ( exorcist, confessor and spiritual guide ), or the Protestant pastor. Many 
therapists were themselves aware ofthis religious Jegacy, while trying at the same time 
to secularise1heirpractices. 

This awareness came at a moment when fai1h in triumphant science was 
matkingtime, and correlatively, 1he 1heme of mental powers was asserting itself. 

In this study, we hope to show 1hat 1he problem of mind-body relationships 
could not be entirely dissociated from religious foundations, even in 1he context of 
secularisation 

.John CARSON 
Department ofHistory, University ofMichigan 

Domesticating lntelligence in Postwar America 

In 1939 psychologist David Wechsler introduced his new Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WA!S) by defining intelligence as "the aggregate or global 
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capacityof the individual to act purposefally, to think rationallyandto deal effectively 
with his environment." Wechsler tumed to the creation of new intel!igence scales out 
ofhis dissatisfäctionbased on his clinical experiencewith the then dominantmeasures 
of IQ, the Binet tests. Finding the Binet tests narrow and unsuitable for adult 
populations, Wechsler sought to create a färnily of' int~-!ligence scales that would 
broaden the concept of intelligence. His tests sampled not just intellectual aptitudes 
but the ability to perforrn various tasks, and his work was guided by what would 
become one ofhis most siguificant contributions to the·field of psycholögy: his belief 
thatthe concept of intelligence must ioclude personality as weil as intellectual fäctors. 
Nonet!ieless, for all ofWechsler's skepticism about the concept of!Q, the WAIS and its 
even more inflnential sibling, the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), 
came to domioate post-World War II iotelligence testiog and, ironically, tobe used as 
often to promote notions of iotelligence as the singularentity IQ as to challellge such 
beliefs. In this talk, 1 will use Wechsler and the response to his tests as a means to 
examine the degree to which the IQ understanding of intelligen.ce had so captured 
postwar American culture that evell !Q'scritics wereunable to escapeit 

.Jean-Christophe COFFIN 
Universite Rene Descartes, Paris 

· Tbc mind~hody .revisited: Henri Ey'S conceptions, 1925'-1945 · 

Henri Ey ( 1900-1977) was after WWII a major figure ofF rellch psycbiatry. His 
iotellectual leadership was recognizecl by his colleagues and be gave numerous 
conferences, wrote a lot of articles and books and organized a world psychiatric 
congress (Paris, 1950). My paper will nevertheless concentrate Oll a period ofhis life 
whenhewas a young doctor at ameutal bospital locatedcloseto Paris. Attheelldofthc 
1920s, he already expressed his ambition to rebuild F rench psychjatry and he started to 
work Oll new tbeoretical proposal all through the 1930s and the follow.ing years. His 
main objective was to create a renovated interpretation of the relation between body 
andmind. 

Ey opposed the traditional dualism that stemmed from organic conceptiolls, 
which he clearly differentiated from the mechanistic approach prevailing, according 
to him, among psychiatrists. Putting forward the principle of a living organism seen as 
a future, Ey's conceptions rejected theidea ofsuch an organism being limited solely to 
physico-chemical laws. Tue life of the mind could be reduced solely to organic 
functions. 

Ey drew his inspiration from different.scientists such as the British neurologist 
John Hughlings Jackson, the Russian birth doctor C. Monakow and the Gennan 
neurologistK. Goldstein. 

My paper will concentrate on three episodes ofthis work Tue 1932 Congress 
ofFrench and French speaking Alienists and Neurofogists, an article published in the 
llOWly-founded periodicalL'Evolution Psychiatrique Oll biological organisation and 
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determinism and the first publication on his new theory, bis theory of organo
dynamism. In the time period at stake here, Henri Ey didn't consider bis work as 
completed. We are fäced with ideas in process, discussions, confrontations with other 
colleagues and doctors from other disciplines and with the writing and the rewriting of 
his own ideas. Therefore my paper will be devoted to making a theoretical 
interpretation of the mind body relation. lt is also a cbance to question the relation 
between the biological and the psychopathological and how we are drawn into 
questioning the place ofbraiu functions in the organism. More than anyone eise at that 
time in France, Ey attempted to overcome the duality betweenmind and body. lt is also 
the occasion to evaluate his contribution aud bis legacy aruoug the intellectual and 
scientific debates of the 1930s. Henri Ey's theoretical work is at the crossroad of 
biology, philosophy and psycbiatry. This is, according to me, whatmakes him a matter 
of great interest for the history of psychological science and für the history of medical 
sc1ences. 

My paper will be based on archives aud printed articles. 

Alan COLLINS 
Department of Psychology, University ofLancaster, UK 

"We might as weU cal.l it stuff!" or A very short bistory ofinformation 

The information processing approach has occupied a prominent position in 
academic psychology since World War II. In this paper, I briefly examine the bistory 
of its core concept, information, over the period from 1940 to 1980. Like many 
psychological terms, info1mation had an existence and meanings prior to its adoption 
by psychologists. However, according to most historical accounts, information was 
adopted by psychologists from cybemetics aud communication theory as a term 
having well-specified technical meanings. By exaruining key specialist texts and 
textbooks, I claim that over the following decades much of the technical sense of its 
meauing was dropped and it carue to have more in common with everyday uses of the 
term. As one colleague - a well-respected cognitive psychologist - replied when I 
asked him what was meant by information in bis area: "We might as weil call it stuff! ". 
I exaruine some of the possible reasons for these shifts in meanings. Finally, I reflect 
on the importance of these changes in sustaining the prominent position of the 
information processing approach andin maiutaining a delicate balance between the 
languages of academic psychology aud everyday life . 

................... 
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Werner DEUTSCH 
Technical University ofBrunswik, Germany 

From nature or nurture to nature and nurture: Wilfüun Stern'S com:eption of convergence 

From 1900 until 1918, William Stern and his wife Clara maintained diaries 
recording extensive observations relevant to an understanding of the psychological 
development of their three children ( daughter Hilde, bom in 1900; son Günther, born 
in 1902, and daughter Eva, bom in 1904 ). In bis 1927 sketch ofhis own intellectnal 
life, William Stern noted that "[t]he diary material impressed upon me the 
fundamental form of personal causality, which is the convergence of the propensities 
present in a child with the totality of outer influences. , .. [lt] provided me with a 
perspectival foundation for the philosophical themy I was gradually developing" 
(Stern, 1927, p. 17). Tue 'philosophical theory' to which Stern referred here was that 
comprehensive system of thought he called critical personalism, and the concept of 
convergence to which Stern alludedhere is amongthe mostimportant theoretical idcas 
in critical personalism. In the present contribution, the implications of tltis idea as a 
position on the historic "nature-nurture" debate in developmental psychology will be 
explained. 

Stephanie DUPOUY 
Eco!e Normale Snperieure, Paris 

Albert Lemoine (1824-1874) on facia1 expression 

Albert Lemoine was a French philosopher ofthe Eclectic school, who taught at 
the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris. He devoted most ofhis pub!ishcd work to the 
rnind-body problem, defending spiritualist theses, as well as an empiricist 
methodologyalthough in an "arruchair psychologist" vein. In 1865 he published a 
book on facial expression and the origins of articu!ated language, titled De /a 
physionomie et de /a parole. Lemoine based his ref!ections on expression on a critical 
review of past and current studies of expression by artists, art theorists and 
scientistsincluding the famous work of the French neurologist G. B. Ducheune de 
Boulogne, who, three years earlier, had carried out the first experimental studies of 
facial expression, using eleetrophysiological techniques. Lemoine's critique of 
Duchenne's experiments, and more generally his judgmentofhis forernnners, is that 
their account of expression confüsed two aspects of expressive phenornena: the 
muscular facial event, and its meaning for the observcr. In addition to the accurate 
description of facial expressions and their causal explanation, Lemoine assigned the 
psychologist of expression another object and another task: to acconnt for the 
readability of the faceof this enigmatic, spontaneous capacity of human beings to 
understand the rneaning of one another's expressions. Another novelty ofLemoine's 
approach, compared to previons philosophical (Reitl, Dugald Stewart, Joufüoy) or 
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scientific (Bell, Duchenne) accounts of expression, was his attempt to solve this 
problem with natural causes alone, without invoking theological hypotheses. Here, I 
intend to show the importance ofLemoine's largely unknown theoretical contribution 
to the history of the scientific approach to emotional expression; to explain how 
Lemoine's distinction between production and recognition of expressions had been 
inspired by Dnchenne's results and by what Lemoine saw as a methodologi.cal failnre 
in Duchenne's work; and finally to demonstrate the cmcial impact ofLemoine's book, 
read by Darwin, on certain ideas devcloped in The oxpression of the emolions in man 
and animals, published seven years later in 1872. 

AudeFAUVEL 
Ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales, Paris 

How the patients of lunatics asylums saw their body and mind: 
France, 1800-1914 

Fora long time the history of psychiatry had essentially been written from the 
point of view of physicians, at least in France. lt was a psychiatric history made with 
psychiatric sonrces. Yet, French lnnatics wrote many texts to give their own 
impression on their illness which was quite different from the medical approach. Many 
of these writings did not leave the mental asylums. But some of them were published 
and these had a real impact on the evolution ofFrench psychiatry as they changed the 
way French society perceived madness, madhouses and their mad-doctors. The 
purpose of this paper is to see this other part of the story. lt is to study the point of view 

\ 

of the patients : how they appreciated their malady, what treatment they thought would 
be effective on it, what words they used to describe theirtroubles, their body and mind 

J and finally to see what effects thcir writings bad on French perception ofinsanity. 

Uljana FEEST 
Berlin 

Dilthey and Geisteswissenschaft: historical and conceptual aspects 

In the German-speaking academic world, the human sciences are commonly 
divided into (!) the "Geistes" -sciences (the sciences ofliterature, history, etc.), and (2) 
the social sciences (sociology, political science, economics), with psychology being 
claimed by both ofthese, as well as by the "natural" sciences. However, when we look 
back at early usages ofthe term, "Geisteswissenschaft" (e.g., Helmholtz 1862), we 
find (a) thatit was also used to denote sciences that would today be classified as "social 
sciences" (e.g., the study of social institutions), and (b) that the rationale that was 
provided for classifying a given science as a "Geistes"-science differed from the 
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rationale that might be provided today ( e.g., the notion thathistorical events are tobe 
explained by reference to individual intentions would probahly be rejected by many 
historians). 

This raises two historical questions, i.e., (1) what were the historical 
circumstances in which the notion of a "Geistes"-science first gained prom:inence 
(how and why was the term used?), and (2) how did the differentiation between 
"Geistes" - and social science take place? In this paper my focus will be on the forrner 
question hy concentrating on a prominent proponent of"Geistes"-science, Wilhelm 
Dilthey. I will provide an analysis of terminological and conceptual developments 
within his work, placing these developments in the context of both scientific and 
institutional controversies. 
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Herbert FITZEK 
Psychologisches Institut der Universität zu Köln 

Wolfgang KÖHier and Johann Baptist Rieffert: 
Preliminary sketch of a double biography of two ~rman pt'Ofessors as a contribution to the 

history of psycbology in National Socialism 

Both in literature and in science the biographical approach traditionally is 
composed by narrative and constructive elements. This refers to the problem in how 
far historiography is refined to pure recording or if it is asked lo find an adequate 
structure for the presentation of its subject. The problem even increases, where the 
discussion oflife histories is burdened by extraordinary historical circumstances. 

The historiography of psychology in National Socialism has always becn 
tempted by tendencies to accuse or apologise for the characters being more or less 
involved, in a very special manner. There is therefore more demand on psychological 
biographers to deliver an unbiased and differentiated analysis. In my paper, I will 
introduce "double biography" as a tool of historiography to measure biographical 
developments in an immanent way, i.e. comparing the Jives ofhistorically relevant 
persons by each other. This method is based on the theoretical framework of Gestalt 
psychology, which suggests exposing biographies as different figurations on a 
common background. 

As a consequence the method of"double biography" can especially be applied 
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when personal developments differ under consistent historical conditions. In 1he case 
of1he two profossors Wolfgang Köhler and Johaun Baptist Rieffert, teaching at 1he 
fumous psychological institute in Berlin in the years of National Socialism, the 
application of 1he method seems to be promising: Both of 1hem belong to the same 
generation, both have run through academic careers in Weimar culttrre and afterwards 
had to cope wi1h theparticularchallenge of an abrupt political cbange. 

Under 1he impact of the Nazi takeover, 1he two biographies utterly twisted 
apart. Köhler, onc ofthe leading figures ofGerman psychology up to the middle of1he 
1930s, tried to maiutain1he autonomy ofhis academic position, whereas Rieffert, upto 
then a figure of no real importance, tried to utilize the political change for his career 
interests. Tue "double biography" of Köhler and Rieffert culminates when 1he two 
figurations cross in 1he course of Köhler's resignation under political pressure and 
Rieffert's subsequent appointment as his provisional successor as an institute dircctor 
in 1935/36. Tue dramatic events of resistance, intrigues and claims for adjustment 
offer an approach to 1he more general level of behaving under extreme social and 
political conditions. 
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Liana GALABOVA 
Central European University, Budapest 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia 

The connection of Russian and Bulgarian scholarly thought witb some theological ideas invohred 
in the Activity of Russian professors in Bulgaria du ring the decade after 1917 

This paper discusses some connections of Russian and Bulgarian scholarly 
1hougbt concerning theological ideas and the activity of Russian professors in 
Bulgariain1hedecadeafter 1917. 

Both the Russian and Bulgarian scholarly cornmunities suffered 1hrough the 
extremely difficult conditions 1heir states were in. By referingto biographical data and 
institutional history, however, I !hink that it is possible to show 1hat their lifo and 1heir 
knowledge acquired a very different meaning and significance for 1hem. 

Having considered these changes as positive, I will explore the strongpotential 
of so-called scholarly migration as an important social means for making scholarly 
values the basis for 1he development of integrity even in the contemporary world. 
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Taking this topic from the field ofthe hist01y ofideas, I will study therelevance ofthe 
Eurasian movement of people lo the historical development of relations between some 
outstanding Bulgarian and Russian scholars in one coherent and frnitful community. 
Putting this issue in European context, I would suggestthattheological ideas involved 
in this interesting transformation of scholarship wen! through a rethinking process by 
the same rules as the whole heritage ofknowledge. Certain particularities, of course, 
came from the interpretation of theology as apart of the Christian religious cultural 
heritage. Necessarily refering to nationalism, I shalI concentrate my attention on the 
asumption that key developments can be seen by illuminating the differences in 
personal scholarly responses to the great social changes of 1920 to 1930. I shall tryto 
study this topic from a net/cooperation perspective rather than from an 
influence/responce pattem. 

Tue main idea of my paper is that, from the point of view of the history of 
scholarship, more detailed and certain knowledge is needed to support the conviction 
that migration of Russian scholars after 1917 had a special role in both Russia and 
Europe, including the Balkans. lt is highly possible that, in tenns of globalization, it is 
really worth realizillg again and again the significance of this multi-qimensional 
repositioning of the Russian scholarly tradition. Studyillg the scholarship perspecti ve, 
in a situation where it is linked to culture by theology, adds to existing studies in tbe 
field by advancing objective knowledge of the religion-scholarship relationship in the 
context ofimportant social changes. 

Mirjam GOLLER 
Berlin 

Merab MamardaSVUi'S philosophy as a cybernetic anthropology 

Initial point 
Western philosophy in the later decades of the 20' century, especially the 

structuralistic and poststructuralistic version, is characterized by an increasing refusal 
of "man as object of philosophy" (Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida). This is 
confronted on the one hand by a continuing interest in man as an object of social 
philosophy and theory of cognition (philosophical anthropology [Hclmuth Plessner, 
Arnold Gehlen], (Emmanuel Levinas)], oll the other hand by a return of anthropology 
itselfunder new signatures. In here classical anthropological categories and concepls 
arejoined togetherwith those of cybernetics (Karl Steinbuch, Stefan Rieger). 

Concept: cybemetic anthropology 

Cybemetic anthropology is based Oll structural anthropology (Claude Levi

Strauss) and cybemetics (Norbert Wiener) and intends to overcome the antagonistic 

"two cultures" humanities and sciences (s. Charles P. Snow) as a "third culture". 
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Cybemetic anthropology describes man as inherent in mechanisms of 
reflexivity and self-regulation, as related to the interdependence of observer and 
observed objects and phenomena oftime and timing. 

Awlication 

lt is difficult and problematical, to fit Russian philosophy in western 

philosophical systernatics (although quite usual), but ryberuetic anthropology may be 

able to show aspects ofManrnrdshvili's theory ofcognition ( concepts of machines, of 

"small things", ofconsciousness). 

E. A. GOLUBEVA 
Moscow 

W.Stern and I.Pavlov: individual differences, types and indi.viduality 

In the beginuing ofX:Xth century, Stern formulated propositions of differential 
psychology which are still actual we have to research the individual d/fferences, their 
types and theintegral individualily using natural andhumanities methods. Atthe same 
time, Pavlov outlined the same categories in his study ofhigher nervons activily in a 
context of the natural sciences. Teplov and colleagnes have applied his lypological 
concept to the human and founded a new section ofpsychological science differential 
psychophysiology. 

Its sources are general psychophysiology and differential psychology, and also 
physiology of the high er nervous activily. 

Both the experimental and theoretical works of personologists and Teplov
Nebylitsin's school are discussed. Tue new understanding of the integrily of structure 
ofindividualily and ofperson(Golubeva), associated with these works is proposed. 

Jose Maria GONDRA 
Universily ofthe Basque Count:ty, Department ofBasic Psychological Processes 

Donostia-San Sebastian 

Drive and "Drive stimulus": two different conceptions of motivation in 
Clark L. Hull'S thcory ofbehavior 

In the Principles of Behavior (Hull, 1943), reinforcement is defined in terms of 
drive reduction. However, Hull hadmany doubts aboutthe feasibilily ofthis definition 
and, as it is well known, in his later writings he preferred to talk ofreduciion of the 
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local drive-produced stimuli (Hull, 1952). 
In this paper we intend to trace the changes in his rnotivational theory by 

following his ldea Books, a collection of more than 28 notebooksheld in the Archives 
ofthe University ofYale. 

Hull practiced hypnotic therapy in connection with _the "medical 
psychology" courses he taught at the University ofWisconsin, and this fuct led him to 
getacquainted with Walter Cannon's experiments on thephysiology of primary drives. 
As early as 1916, whenhe readhis book onemotions (Cannon, 1915), betook the idea 
of a cornmon physiological substratum for all the emotional states. This substratum 
would become the Drive as a force activating all the habil str.uctures. 

lo 1924, when he study the Psychology of reasoning (Rignano, 1923), he 
became convinced that "purpose" was necessary to explain reasoning, as well as any 
kind of persisting action. 

One year later, he defined it as a "persisting stimulus" in order to explain 
Köhler's experiments on the mentality of apes. Ibe same as hunger, it was an intemal 
component of the stimulus pattem that was conditioned to all the responses of a habit 
sequence. This associationistic view ofpurpose was developed in his first theoretical 
paper on knowledge and purpose (Hull, 1930). However, the study of the 
psychoanalysis in 1935 suggested to him that there was a parallelism between the 
Drive and Freudian libido. 

lo 1939, when Hull began to write the Principles, he had many doubts about the 
principle of primary reinforcement. Although he found very altractive Guthrie's 
contiguity theory, he finally preferred the physiological explanation. In part, this was 
due to the experiments on the activating effects of caffeine and other drugs (Beach, 
1942). 

We pay an special attention to Hull's reactions to Guthrie's writings before 
publishingthePrinciples c,fßehavior, because they explain the subsequent changes in 
his theory of motivation 

.James M. M. GOOD 
Centre for the History of the Human Sciences 

Departrnent of Psychology, University ofDurharn, UK 

Changing traditions in psychology: a case study of rclations betwecn the history and philosophy of 
psychology 

In his chapter in the Routledge Companion to the History of Modern Science, 
Lany Laudan expresses the following concern: lf historians continue to refuse the 
challenge of giving a general account of scientific change ... then others ( especially 
philosophers and sociologists), possibly less suited to the task [he might weil have 
added psychologists], will step into the breach (Laudan, 1990, p. 57). While this 
concern might suggest the need for closer cooperation between historians and 
philosophers of science, a later paper by Hans Radder has qnestioned whether in post-
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Kuhnian philosophy of science the links between the hlsto,y and phllosophy of 
science are still productive (Rader, 1997). In thls paper I considerthe links between the 
hlsto,y and philosophy of psychology through a case study of disciplinary change in 
twentieth century psychology. l shall examine the work (and its reception) ofthree 
marginal figures in twentieth centu,y psychology • James Gibson, William 
Stephenson and Egon Brunswik. Born within two years of one another, each was still 
actively developing his ideas at the time ofhis death (Bnmswik, 1955; Gibson, 1979; 
Stephenson, 1989). Theirmarginalicy issued from different sources and was manifest 
in different ways. Tue ideas of all three were sufficiently radical to be seen as 
revolutionary bad they been adopted successfltlly. 1 shall draw upon some details of 
the diverse trajectories of their careers to explore the relevance of some contempora,y 
theories of scientific change to an understanding of the dynamics of in.tellectual 
change in twentieth century psychology. 
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Russian Academy of Scieuces 
Moscow, Russia 

The polemic about human ethology 

Human ethology was in the centre of a heated discussion since its inception in 
the middle 1960s. The-possibility of using ethological _conceptions (which were 
originally developed for the analysis of animal behaviour), and its mode and limits 
were debated. The whole polemic about human ethology is situated within an 
ideological, political and philosophical context. Tue idcoh,1,>ical content is so much 
interweaved with the scientific one that it is often not possible and not correct to 
separate thcm. 

Tue most heated dispute was and is stirred up hy the thesis ofhuman ethology, 
that the complex species-specific genetic programmes developed in process of 
biological evolution are the basis of thc whole plastic human bchaviour, though it is 
shaped under the influence of learning and culture_ TI1e "nature vs. nurture" 
controversy continues into the present In my opinion, the most important feature of 
this controversy among the behaviour specialistsis the following. Both supporters and 
opponents of the thesis of the existence of the innate genetic character of human 
behaviour operate with same data and general tenets, but argue for opposite assertions. 
My investigations reveal that statements about the existence or absence of innate 
universals ofhuman behaviour are not so much results of the analysis of scientific data 
as an initial attitnde, an initial conception of bchaviour and the essence of human 
being. I believe that this situation is a typical example of the communicative barrier 
between opponents adhering to contrary initial positions, whi.ch predeterrnine not only 
the interpretation of data, but also what these data are and the character of perception 
ofthe world. 

Behind the difference between opponents and supporters ofhuman ethology 
are not only different scientific positions, but also different philosophical and 
ideological conceptions, though not all of them are explicit and are reflected. Tue 
source of many of the problems, which investigations of the biology of human 
behaviour raise, is the interaction of the scientific approach and the approach 
pertaining in the humanities. In my view, this is explained by the fundamental 
difference between the scientific world picture and the one pertaining to the 
humanities. Tue fonnerirrvolves the physical (in broad sense) objects and phenomena, 
while the central eomponents ofthe latter arc ideas, meanings, values, and so on. As a 
result, the conflict between these two world pictures reveals itself both in the 
discussion about human ethology andin ethological study itself 
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Zurich 

Sabina Stlielrein, patient, medical student and doctorin Zurich, 1904~1911 

In 1904 the nineteen year old Russian girl Sabina Spielrein, became a private 
patient of the ,,Burgholzli", the Psychiatrie Clinic of the University of 
Zurich/Switzerland under the direction of Eugen Blcucr. Bleuler cncouraged bis 
assistant C.G. Jung to try Freud's theories and methods in her treatment and 
supported Jung's application as lecturer at the Zurich University with the tost lecture 
about „Freud' s Theories ofHysteria". 

Jung's discussion ofher case with Freud and his presentation ofher case stmy 
at the International Congress for Psycbiatry and Neurology in Amsterdam ( 1907) 
gave her a critical position within the history of psychoanalysis - a position which 
was emotionally charged by the discovery and publication of her private 
correspondence with Jung during her time as a medical student at the University of 
Zurich. 

This paper reconstructs the relation of her different passionate (private and 
scientific) writings and actions to the c.ircumstances and facts of her changing 
status as a Russian female patient - student and - medical doctor in Switwrland 
and raises the question ofan adequatc valuation ofherrole in the bistory of psycbiatry 
ofthe early 20• century in the retrospect of one other century. 

MikeHAMES 
London 

The dialectics of the brain: A.R. Luria and the conccpt of functional systems 

Luria first wrote about the concept ofa 'functional system' in 1929. lt grew out 
of bis use of an experimental approach, 'the combined motor and verbal response 
method', which he devised to investigate the relationship between language and 
various forms of human beha,~our. Luria's use of the concept developed so that by 
1931 it embraced two major components. Firstly, was the rccognition that many / 
already existing fonns ofneurological and psychological behaviour were transformed -
by combiningwith language into new functional systems. Languages were considered 
not only in terrns ofthe neuropsychological reorganization ofbehaviour, but in terms 
oftheirmediation ofculture and knowledge in different forms of society. Secondly, as l. 
a consequence of this dialectical transforrnation into new functional systems, the -
whole organization of'bigherpsychological functions' was transformed, both in terms 
ofneurological organization andof cognitivepotential .. Luria's achievement provided 
the neuropsychological basis for the worl< ofhis collaborator, L. S. Vygotskii. lt also 
provided a crucial basis for Luria's subsequent investigation and research into the 
emerging science of neuropsychology. 
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As well as comparing Luria's ideas with those of some ofhis predecessors and 
contemporaries, this Jecture looks at Luria's later use ofthe term functional system. 
Paradoxically this was usually in the sense ofthe concept subsequently developed by 
his füend, P. K. Anokhin. We will attempt to give reasons for this change. Both 
concepts of'functional system' are scientifically important and have long deserved to 
be properly differentiated and appreciated. 

Mike Hames received his doctorate, 'Thc Early Theoretical Development of A. 
R. Luria' from University College London in 2002. 

Ftmia HERRERO, Enrique LAF'UENTE, Victoria DE"L BARRlO 
UNED, Madrid 

llelio CARPlNTERO 
Universidad Complutensc, Madrid 

The impact of Luria'S legacy on Spanish psychology 

One of the world's mostrenowned Russian psychologists,Alexander Luria,has 
exerted a great impact on Spanish contcmporary psychology. The aim of this paper is 
to present a preliminary approach to it. 

Tlris impact ofLuria's works can be traced through the following main lines 
\!)Personal relationship. To begin with, mention nmst be made ofthe fuct that 

Luriahad a personal relationship with the Spanish Psychological Society. In the 70s he 
was invited to give a Senior Lecture at the 5th. National Congress of Psychology, 
whicht:1f\'s latertranslated and published, and thus made available to Spanish readers. 

'12,),Papers by Lmia published in Spanish psychologicaljournals like the Revista 
de Psicologia General y Aplicada (Journal of General and App!ied Psychology) or 
Infancia y Aprendizaje (Childhood and Learning). In our paper an overview of such 
contri~ns will be given. 

V,ooks by Lntia translated into Spanish. Although to a great extent Luria's ( 1) influence reached Spain through Cuba, there has also been a keen interest in having 
v ' Lntia's work translated and published in our own country. A complete bibliography of 

Luria's books and papers published in Spain will also be presented in this paper. 
Special mention deserves an adaptation ofthe Luria-Chrsitensen, which was made in 
video formal for teaching purposes at the Universidad Nacional de Eduacion a 
Distan~·a(De!Barrio, 1995). · 

4. Studies on Luria's werk Luria's influence is particularly visible in Spain 
within e field ofneuropsychology. Monographie issues on his figure and ideas have 
been published in a number of Spanish jo,nnals like the Revista Espaiiola de 
Neuropsico/ogia (Spanish Journal of Neuropsychology) (2002). Monographs on 
Luria' s assessment ofbrain activity and other topics have also appeared. The presence 
ofL~ modern Spanish history of psychologytextbooks will be also considered. 

vibliometric studies on Luria's impact. A special contribution !hat is worth 
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mentioning here is a detailed study on Luria's bibliography through citation analysis 
using the Science Citation Index and the Social Science Citation Index as sources. The 
study includes an analysis of the chronological development of bis impact, the 
"invisible college" ofhis collaborators, andhis visibility in Western psychology (Peirö 
etal., 1980). 

In a final, overall evaluation, the interest aronsed in Spain by Rnssian 
psychology, as shown in the cases of Pavlov and Vigotsky, will also be emphasized. 
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Rita HOFSTETTER 
Bernlll'd SCHNEUWLY 

University of Geneva 

The role of educational sciences in the second birth of psychology CJaparEDe-Piaget and 
education 

Thepaper describes the developmcnt ofpsychology in Genevain the conte:d of 
the evolution of the disciplinary field of educational sciences during the first halfof the 
20° centmy. We develop the following hypothesis. Psychology is bom a first time in a !,.,,. 
process of primary disciplinarisation (Stichweh, 1987; Ben David & Collins, J 966) as 
an entetprise aimed at resolving conceming mental faculties in using new, empirical 
methods. lt is bom a second time (Schonpflug, 1993 ), in a process of secondary i 
disciplinarisation, based on the sarne presupposition ofthe possibility to build positive .,
knowledge about mental processes, in order to solve educational problems with 
methods originated in education and transfonned in function of the needs of 
experimcntation. The "science ofthe child'' (Claparede, 1911) pedology which is the 
product of this second birth develops following a complex dynarnics in interaction 
with psychology. Here is the outline of the story we will teil in order to support our 
hypothesis. 

In Geneva, Floumoy (1854-1920) and his student Claparede (lt7.ii,-1940) 
practice psychology as the constrnction of pure knowledge in line with Wundt and, 
above all Flournoy's friend James. Thanks to the institutional basis ofa chair, created 
in 1890 and even two in 1908 for psychology and experimental psychology in the 
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Science fuculty, they develop an original research program. From early on (1905), 
Claparede integrales a network of actors in education and begins to construct a 
partially autonomous field in order to solve educational probleros: categorizing of 
cbildren, tests, teaching methods based on a fimctional psychological conception are 
some research activi~es he begins to develop in the fie]d he calls psychology ofthe 
cbild and experimental pedagogy, He theorizes this field and gives it an institutional 
form: the Institut Jean-Jacques Rousseau/Ecole des sciences de l'iducation. This 
doiog, hc opens a space where this other "psychology", linked to education, can 
develop. In our contribution, we will show some aspects ofits multifonn development 
and its relative independence of the other branch oriented, in Geneva, towards, 
memmy, intelligence, sleep and otherfhnctions. 

Piaget (1896-1980) integrates this space when he arrives at Genevaio 192 L He 
relies on the extraordioary existing iofrastructnre io order to realize bis research: the 
Maison des Petits and lateron tbe Ecole experimentale du Mail; the fünctioniog of the 
Institute allows him to realize many experiences and studies thanks also to the 
participation of students. Andhe nses themethods developedin the Institute in orderto 
explore the language and thinking of the child, giving them a new interpretation and 
orientation. ' 

1929 symbolizes an important caesura concerning the relationship between 
psychology and education io Geneva. Tue Institute, is integrated, attached to the 
University andhas to give up its rnixing ofresearch and militancy for New education. 
This iostitutional change has as one of its effucts the clarification of the frontiers 
between the disciplioes. Under the leadership of Piaget, child psychology transforms 
ioto the genetic psychology of intelligence, purified of its educational avatars. 
Pedagogy is defined as field of application, new pedagogical methods are described as 
originated in psychology. Institutionally, psychology ( of the child) continues to 
develop in the framework of the Institut des sciences de l'education, although its ' 
research questions we do not look here at applied psychology has essentially rejoined 
the question of pure knowledge of the first form of psychology: sensorimotricity, 
intelligence, perception. 

Ute HOLL 
Banhaus-University, Weimar 

Imagining science: Jean PainlerES submarine cinema 

Jean Painleve (1902-1989), a biologist, fihnmaker and mernber of an Anti
Breton Surrealist group io the Twenties, is one of the few true border-line cases 
between science and art, He used film and cinema as a means of research. Some two 
hundred films on prirnarily submarine animal and plant life accompany his scientific 
work 

Paioleve was, in 1927, the first scientist to appear before the Acadernie de 
Sciences with a 35mm film as evidencc for bis research and bis scientific 
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"communication" on the stickleback. The film which showed the development of a 
stickleback's egg, was furiously discussed and became a case of general arguement on 
the status of cinematic images in science. 

Atthe same time Painleve's films are obviously works of art, rebellious, comic 
and, as critics insist, erotic pieces of phantasy. Exaggerating anthropomorphisms, they 
throw an alienating, estranging light (following the surrealist method of 
"depaysement") on the truth of science, on epistemology and knowledge in general. 
Painlev6s statemcnt "science is fiction.11 is not mere1y meant as a pllll, but as a 
comment on the precari ous relationship between knowledge and representation. 

Painleve's Film "The Vampire" from 1945, a fihn on a rare species of parasites 
in Southem America, shows another side of his work: His films, disturbing 
contributions in the field ofhard sciences, had a politically rebellious side too. Edited 
to the music ofl)ukeEllington, the film was perceived as an allegory fornazism. 

In my paper I will discuss the poetology of Painleve's cinematic work at the 
interfaces of epistemology, art and politics. 

Lia IANGOULOVA 
University ofKazan 

The Osvidetel'Stvovanie and Jspytanie of insanity: Russian psycbiatry in Tsarist Russia 

During the second half of the 19• century, Russian socie1y began to 
acknowledge the social status of psychiatrists, and thus a new term, "psychiatric~ 
evaluation," came into the Russian language. The actual definition of psychialric 
evaluat1on included two more terms osvidetel'stvovanie [ exarnination] and ispytanie 
[testing] separate pro ures, both crucial to understanding psychiatric and legal 
discourse of the t" is article will delvc deeper into the history of psychiatric 
evaluation, a central e ent ofthe institution of psychiatry. Through a survey ofthe 
historical evolution of medical and administrative practices of recognition and 
identification ofinsanity in 18• and 19• century Russia, we will be able to follow the 
birth and development of the science of mental illuesses; psychiatry. 

Gordana JOVANOVIC 
Department of Psychology, Faculty of Philosophy 

Universi1y of Beigrade, Serbia and Montenegro 

The c.risis of European bumanity the crisis of European Sciences reconsidered 

The aim of this papcr is to examine the potential and limits of Husserl's 
philosophy of the life-world in conceptualizing a post-historical situation and in 
reflecting on the role of psychology in producing and goveming subjectivi1y in our 
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contemponuy life-worlds. 
In the philosophical past of psychology, Descartes' philosophy is seen as a 

source of two dominant intellectual traditions: subjectivism and objectivism. 
Cartesian subjectivism has led to a psychology of consciousness fuunded on a 
monological model. Objectivismhas been succeeded by the study ofbehavior. 

Neither subjectivism nor objectivism can do justice to a historically
constituted intersubjective and social life-world. Consequently, psychology derived 
from either subjectivism or objectivism caunot have any "life relevance". 

Tue lack of "life relevance" was Husserl's characterisation of the crisis of 
European sciences which isrelated to a broader crisis ofEuropeanhumanity. 

Many decades after Husserl, in Bel grade in 1936, publishedhis diagnosis of the 
crisis and his proposed solutionin the form of a tnmscendental phenomenology, we are 
facing a peculiar situation in which the sciences, including psychology, have been 
used as power:ful tools toproduce symbolic and social realities ofour life-world. In the 
mass technology of subjectivity and sociality there is no room to raise questions about 
sense orrationality as constitutional dimensions ofhuman beings. 

Husserl's transcendental phenomenology was meant as a sohition to the 
problern ofthe limits ofsubjectivism as well as objectivisrn. Both subjectivism and 
objectivism have produced a world lacking sense and rationality. Do we need another 
wayout? 

Julia KURSELL 

Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin 

Zones in hearing Nikolaj Garbuzov's experimental psycbology of music 

Russian acoustician Nikolai Garbuzov (1880-1955) is renowned for 
introducing the notion of the "zone nature of hearing" into music psychology. He 
worked at the acoustic laboratories of the Tschaikovsky-Conservatory i11 Moscow. He 
started bis career as an acoustician, reconsidering some questions Hennann von 
Helmholtz had brought up in his book "On the Sensations ofTone as a Physiological 
Basis for the Theory ofMusic", such as overtones, combination tones, and, especially, 
the so called "relation" (Verwandtschaft) between the elements of scales and chord 
proi;ressious in music. Garbuzovthus focused on thetopics Helmholtz hadconsidercd 
"aesthetic" rather than physiologic. He wen! on to pose these questions anew, but this 
time in a psychological mauner. In the 1940s he developed a theory of "zone nature of 
hearing", which was concerned with the reflection ofphysical phenomena in human 
consciousness. In my talk I want to follow the history of a particular psychology of 
music, which emerged alongside improvements in rneasuring instruments. These 
allowed for an experimental setup, which did not require operators and subjects to 
reproduce music, but simply react to the instruments' smmds. Garbuzov himself 
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attributed bis theories to instrumental progress. Garbuzov's originality resided in the 
fact that he allowed for "unprecise" values in the process ofhearing. Although musical 
performances greatly differed in intonation, tempo, and other properties, listeners 
could recognize certain identical features in them. Tue musical ear could then werk 
with mean values and concatenate them in temporal processes. I will argue that 
Garbuzov's insight fits into a landscape of questions on time and pattern recognition 
that were asked at the same time in other contexts and places, as, for instance, in the 
phonological research by Russian born linguist Roman Jakobson. I will thus try to 
locate the theo,y ofthe "zone nature ofhearing" in the context of the development of 
experimental practices. By this I hope to shed light on the werk of a Soviel Russian 
acoustician and musicologist and, at the same time, not to confine its stndy to the 
disciplines of musicology or Soviet studies. 

James T. LAMIELL 
Georgetov,m University 

Washington, D. C. , USA 

William Stern (1871-1938) and the 'Problem if i.ndiYiduality' in 20th century scientific psychology 

Prnclaiming human individuality as the most pressing challenge for 20'' 
century scientific psychology, the German pbilosopher and psychologist L. William 
Stern (1871-1938) formally founded the sub-discipline of differential psychology in 
the first year that centnry (Stern, 1900). A decade later, his Methodological 
Foundations ol Differential Psychology (Stern, 19JJ) elaborated methods for 
empirical rescarch and procedures for the statistical analysis of data which continue to 
guide inquiry in the psychology of personality and other areas of differential 
psychology. However, Stern's own thinking about the "problem ofindividuality," as 
he callcd it, was guided primarily not by methodological or empirical considerations, 
butinstead by theoretical and philosophical considerations wbichhe elaborated within 
the frarnework of a comprehensive system of thought, a Weltanschauung, that he 
called critical personalism. Fundamental to that system of thought is the irreducible 
distinction betweenpersons and things. In this cont11bution, attention will be drawn to 
this rnuch lesser-known sidc of Stern's thinking, and how it led him to be critical of 
certain trends of thoughtthat developed during bis lifetime within the ve1y differential 
psychology he himselfhad fotmded. 
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Georgetown Universi1y 
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The bottlenecks of differential psychology: 
Historicalwscientific prospective of studying human individnality in Soviet and 

\ Contemporary Russia 

Tue historical development of such notions as 'individuality' and 'personali1y' 
has been Jong contradictory for international Social Sciences, in general, but in 
particular for the Soviet/Russian. However, despite diverse arnbigui1y of differential 
psychology studies over the last 100 years, the main path of research, charted by 
William Stern, encompassed this area of research as an entity with a common 
agreement on finding the balance of ideographic vs. nomothetic methods in analyzing 
the complex nature and uniqueness ofhuman personali1y. Tue paper will also discuss 
the possibili1y of re-introducing certain theoretical and philosophical aspects of 
Stern's critical personalism, and on pamdigmatic changes in the contemporary studies 
of human differences into contemporary scientific psychology. To illustrate these 
latter developments, the presentation sketches some of the current trends in applying 
the differential psychology approach to the academic research and everyday life. 

Dmitrii MIKHEL 
Saratov State Universi1y 

Primates in the focus of animal psychology 

Since Nadezhda Ladygina-Kots adopted a young chimp and tried to bring him 
up together with ber little son in her Moscow flat in l 913, primate studies have 
flourished. BothsheandJane Goodall, in the 1960s, believedthattheproofoftheclose 
proximi1y between humans and apes is in the latter's use oftools. 

Field studies of primates brought results tbat were strikingly different from 
research on them in captivity. The laboratmy environment is much less conducive to 
the empathy that the researcher in the rain forest feels towards her research objects. 
TI1e studies of primates in the natural enviroument were inspired by the view that both 
nature and its creatures are reminiscent ofhumani1y's golden age. 

In the l 970s and 80s the studies oflndian langurs echoed the debates on the 
nature of domestic violence and female sexuali1y. S. B. Hrdy in the USAand Ludmilla 
Alexeevain the USSRhelped shift the focus ofthisresearch. 

These examples show that primate studies are far from being politically 
neutral. A marginal discipliue in the beginning of thc twentieth century, animal 
psychology carne to be instrumental in throwing light on people, their values and 
ideals as much as, ifnot more than, on animals. 
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Marta MORGADE SALGADO 
Departamento de Psicologia Evolutiva y de Ja Educacion 
Facultad de Psicologia UniversidadAut6noma de Madrid 

The aesthetic origin of empathy and the present psychological theories of de,relopment: empathy, 
im~tation and intersubjectiYity - a ccntury ~f history in common 

Empathy has been from the initial fonnulations in aesthetics (Morgade, 1999), 
atthe end oflast centmy (Lipps, 1898), up to the present theories ofthe development, a 
basic concept in the comprehension and explanation ofthe intersubjectivity of shared 
knowledge (Husserl 1991) • a knowledge that includes the world ofthe objects and the 
interpersonal world. Imitation, from its first fonnulations (Titchener, 1924 ), was 
proposed as the mechanism or basic process in empathy. 

'The psychological developmc'Ilt of these three concepts has becn interlaced 
throughout l 00 years in different theories and, veiy specially, in the theories of the 
development ofthehuman being as the subject ofintersubjective experiences. 

TI1e objcct of the prcsent work will be tbe boundaiy of the main theorctical 
lines that, throughout the centuty, have focussed on understanding these questions, 
establishing the main connections and influences among psychologies: German 
aesthetic theoiy, phenomenological theoiy, psychoanalysis, functionalism, tbe 
Piagetian school, etc. 

Keywords: Empathy, lntersubjective, Developmental Psychology, Aesth.etic. 

Francis NEARY 
Centre for the Histoiy of Science, Technology and Medicine, University of 

Manchester 
Automati.sm in the late 19Th century and the late 20Th century: 

A diacbronic comparison 

Automatism and its allied philosophical concept of epiphenomenalism havc 
been extremelymalleable and pervasive ideas. In earlierwork I showedhow in the late 
19• Centuiy automatism cut across fledgling disciplinaiy boundaries, moved freely 
through popular and professional and scientific and philosophical spheres and 
inhabited the spaces between living and dead, conscious and unconscious, animal and 
human, human and machine, moral and amoral, and science and pseudo science. 
Medicine, physiology evolutionaiy biology, law, psychiatty, psychology, psychical 
research,mental philosophy, ethics, mental healing were all touched by it In this paper 
I turn to how automatism enjoyed a renaissance and was re-appropriated in the late 20• 
Centuiy andl compare these new uses ofthis adaptable idea with those in the late 19m 
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Centmy. 
In the late 20• Century I use automatism to do 'boundary work' in charting the 

emergence of new disciplines ( e.g, cognitive neuroscience with its foundations on 
brain scauning and imaging techniques) and the gradual erosion ofbarriers between 
analytic and empirical styles of argumeut. Not only has consciousness become a 
legitimate field of study for neuroscientists and psychologists but philosophers of 
mind equally embrace empirical work. While it is difficult to find contemporary 
philosophers who do not discuss blindsight or the binding problem, it is equally 
difficult to read empirical work in cognitive science without encountering 
traditionally philosophical terms like 'qualia' and 'intentiortality'. In the context ofthis 
new marriage behveen science and philosophy, consciousness looms large in 
professional and popular literature in a way that it has not done since the late 19• 
century. Tue debates around automatism are as central to this ever growing, new body 
of work as they were in the earlier period and they are conslantly replayed and remade 
to illuminate new studies of consciousness, the brain, machines and animals. I will 
compare some contexts of the uses of automatism in the two periods in order to shed 
lighton the theme of continuity andchange in the scienccs ofmind and brain. 
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From Pavlov to Janet: the path foUowed by a Russian psychologist who setded .in France. 
Wladimir Drabowitcb (1885~1943) 

In following Count Wladimir Drabowitch's ·path, we will be better able to 
understand certain aspects of the scientific and ideological relations between Russian 
and French psychological commmrities between the wars. 

After studying science from 1912 to 1914, Drabowitch became Pavlov's 
assistant in his laboratory at the Institute of Experimental Medicine in Saint 
Petersburg. This prestigious experience proved very useful on his arrival in Paris, and 
he continued to make Pavlov's thinking and scientific methods known, throughout his 
life. 

Travelling in France when war broke out, he was called up into the Russian 
army corps as an interpreter and probably a liaison officer. He neverretumed to Russia 
afterthe !917Rcvolution. 

From 1920 onwards, he followed two careers. He was ajournalist popularising 
science, and at the sarne time, a research scientist in Professor Lapicque's Physiology 
Laboratory at the Sorbonne, and with Pierre Janet at the College de France (we know 
that Jan et and Pavlov expressed a mutual interest in each other's work ). I intend to trace 
these two activities, and study the impact they bad on one other. 1 will especially 
develop the sociopolitical dimension of Drahowitcb's work, from 3 of his 
publications. 

- Fragilefreedom and seductive dictatorships (Mercure de France, 1934) 
- The SovietRegime after 20 years (Librairie de Medicis, 1937) 
- French intellectuals andßolchevism (Libertes francaises, 1938) 
These three works, written and published dnring a period of extreme political 

tension, are evidence not only ofDrabowitch's scientistic faith in the applications of 
modern psychology (Pavlov, Janet and Freud but also Tarde and Le Bon) against 
dictatorships, but also ofhis attempts to make French Marxist intellectuals aware of 
whatwas really happening in Stalin's reign of terror and of the persecution snffered by 
their Soviel colleagues, especially psychologists. 
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From epistemofogy to psychology. The intellcctual reJation between 
Emile and Ignace Meyerson 

This work tries to clarify the intellectual relationship between the 
epistemologist and philosopher of science Emile Meyerson (1859-1933) and his 
nephew, the psychologist Ignace Meyerson (1888-1983). For this purpose we will 
analyse the letters they wrote to each other for years, since they first met in Paris in 
1906. 

Emi1e Meyerson, though a great scholar in history of science, was never 
officially a professor. Nevertheless, several scientists and philosophers used to gather 
around him, eagerly listening to his lectures (Leon Brunschvicg, Henri Bcrgson, 
Andre Lalande and Lucien Herr, among others ). lgnace had the opportunity to attend 
these meetings since his youth. As Emile had no official students, hetried to establish a 
teacher-pupil relation with his nephew. Ernile wrote long letters to his nephew in 
which he tried to convince hirn of his systern based on the "identification scherna", 
though Ignace's interests were increasingly oriented towards psychology. 

Indeed, after studying medicine, natural sciences and philosophy, lgnace began 
to work in the field of psychophysiology and neuropsychiatry. He was in contact with 
figures such as Pierre Janet, George Dumas, Henri Pieron and Henri Delacroix. When 
the First War was finished, he engaged in many psychological activities, such as 
editing theJournal de Psychologie Normale et Pathologie and as the Secretary ofthe 
Societe de Psychologie; he took in charge the laboratory of physiological psychology 
at the Psychology's Institute and wrote hundreds of book reviews for the Annee 
Psycho/ogique. This sitnation arouscd his uncle's reprobation, who had hoped to rnake 
agreat intellectual ofhim. 

But their relation took a real turn when Ignace published a review on Levy 
Bruhl'sLaMentalite Primitive (1922). In this writing, he recognised the author's effort 
not to fall into the old conceptions, that is to say, into the search for only "co1runon 
rnechanisrns", and considered that Brnhl's thesis made a way for agenetic explanation, 
"the only one that allows to seize reality" (1987, p. 339). 

These ideas, opposed to his tmcle's ones, inaugurate a series of long 
"philosophical" lettcrs, in French, which alternate with thc most cornrnon "farniliar", 
in Polish. In this "philosophical" epistolary exchange, we can clearly identify three 
great lines of discussion. Tue first one, on Levy-Bruhl's thesis, deals with the possible 
existencc of different mentalities. Tue second one, on the occasion ofthe publication 
of the third great book of Ernile, Du Cheminement de la Pensee (1931 ), and Ignace's 
article on irnages (Les Images, 1929), has to do with the role of images in reasoning 
and their relation with "reality". Tue last one, that in a certain way includes all the 
previous conflicts, deals with the notion of"transcendentreality". 

In spite of the continuous theoretical "misunderstandings" between thern, 
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Emile's epistemology had a great influence upon the later development of Ignace's 
psychology. 

Igor POLIANKSI 
Zenlrum für Zeithistorische Forschung Potsdam 

Der "Neue Deut.sehe"': import and transformation of tbe Soviet model of man and nature in the 
popular culture of post-war Germany 

Die politisch-kultnrelle Bindungskraft des sowjetischen Regimes gründete 
bekanntlich in der geschichtsoptimistischen Fortschritts- und Zuktmftssemantik des 
Stalinismus, die sich ihrerseits durch zwei naturwissenschaftlich fundierte 
Leitdiskurse konstituiert hatte: den vom neuen Menschen und den von der 
Umgestaltung der Natur. Schon bald nach 1917 zeigte dieses reziprok-zirkulär sich 
reproduzierende Dispositiv seine Wirkung, als in der Sowjetunion das ambitionierte 
Unternehmen begonnen wurde, die soziale Revolution dm·ch eine ,,naturale" zu 
transzendieren. Von Bedeutung ist, dass nicht nur die gesamte Umwelt, sondern auch 
die innere Natur des Menschen auf wissenschaftlicher Basis radikal transformiert 
werden sollte. Weit unbekannter ist ein späteres Kapitel aus der Geschichte dieser 
naturwissenschaftlichen Hybris sowjetischer Provenienz, als nach 1945 der Topos 
von Schaffung des neuen Menschen durch eine außenpolitisch bezogene 
Herausforderung einen neuen Impuls erhalten und transformativ überschrieben 
werden sollte. Nun galt es die menschliche Devianz in ihrer chemisch reinster Form, 
das Böse selbst zu bezwingen. Die Rede ist von den „verdorbenen" Unmenschen aus 
dem Dritten Reich, welche in der Sowjetischen Besatzungszone bzw. DDR zu 
„neuen" Deutschen umgeschaffen werden mussten. 

Bald nach dem Kriegsende begannen die ersten Versuche der sowjetischen 
Militttrregierung, das Paradigma der Umgestaltung von Natm· und Mensch nach 
Deutschland tmter dem Signlllll des Umerziehungs- und Entuazifizierungsprogramms 
auf ganz verschiedene Kulturfelder zu übertragen. Die Sowjetische Militttrregiemng 
setzte sich mit ihren Einrichtungen SMAD-Verlag, Haus der Sowjetischen Kultur u.a. 
intensiv dafür ein, durch populäre Vermittlung des sowjetischen Naturwissens ,md 
Wissenschaftsverständnisses die eigene Deutungshoheit und Definitionsmacht auch 
über die „naturale" Sinnwelt der SBZ zu sichern. Zum einen sollte dabei die Natur
Mensch-Beziehung nach dem sowjetischen Muster revolutioniert werden, zum 
anderen galt es, den Gedanken von einer planmäßigen Veränderbarkeit und 
verheißungsvollen Plastizität der menschlichen Natnr zu vermitteln. 

Ihren propagandistischen Schwerpunkt legten die „Seeleningenieurie" der 
SMAD auf die Lehren von Micurin, Lysenko und Pavlov. Vor allem die Pavlovsche 
Methode der ,,Heilung durch Schlaf' erhielt im Paradigma des Neuanfangs auf den 
Ruinen des NS-Regimes große Popularität un.d gewaltige Suggestivkraft. Der Topos 
des Neuen Menschen transformierte sich hier in die Gestalt des „ansgeschlafenen" 
Bürgers der DDR aus dc'T Pavlov-Kammer, in dessen Gehirn alle „verrückten" 
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Inskriptionen d.h. vor allem die nationalsozialistische Ideologie gelöscht worden 
sind. Der neue Deutsche sollte allerdings nicht einfach „besser", sondern auch 
„glücklicher" gemacht werden ein obligatorischer Leitgedanke der Propagandaarbeit 
angesichts der Konkurrenz mit den Westalliierten um die Gunst der Deutschen. Der 
populärwissenschaftliche „Seelenfang" der SMAD ging dabei soweit, dass sogar mit 
Unsterblichkeitsversprechungen geworben wurde. In speziellen Broschüren des 
SMAD-Verlages wurde ausführlich darüber berichtet, dass den sowjetischen 
Wissenschaftlern die Schaffung eines Wunder-Serums gelungen sei, womit man ,)den 
kalten Odem des Todes" bald vertreiben könnte. 

All diese propagandistischen Bemühungen blieben nicht ohne Wirkung. Mehr 
als bloße Agitation erscheint dabei das „Planetarische Manifest" Johannes R. Bechers, 
welches der damalige Kulturminister der DDR unter dem Eindmck des ersten 
künstlichen Erdtrabanten verfasste. Sein Lob an die sowjetische Naturwissenschaft 
gipfelte in dieser prägnanten Formel: ,,Es war das Herz einst des Menschen/ von 
Ängsten beklommen. / Von der Angst vor der Not/ und der Angst vor der Sterblichkeit. 
/ Es wurde den Menschen die Angst vor der Not genommen,/ Nun wurde er auch von 
der Angst vor dem Tode befreit." 

Der geplante Vortrag präsentiert eine intennediale Untersuchung des ,,neuen 
Menschen" in der „neuen Natur" der SBZ/DDR, er zieht Kunst, Literatur, 
populärwissenschaftliche Texte, filmische Darstellungen sowie unveröffentlichte 
Dokumente der SMAD und SED herau. Das zitierte poetische Bekenntnis Bechers 
zeigt auf eine geradezu prototypische Weise, welche prominente Rolle dem 
interdiskursiven Faszinosum „Natur" und somit der populären Wissenschaftskultur in 
bezug auf politische Machttechnologien grundsätzlich zukommt. Diesem 
politikgeschichtlichen Aspekt der Wissenschaftsgeschichte widmet sich die 
übergeordnete Fragestellung des Vortrags. 

Richard E. RAWLES 
Russian Psychology Research Uni! 

University College London 

Responses to Pavlov by psychologists and psychiatrists in the 
Society for Cultural Relations with tbe USSR, 1945~1970 

"!ms paper analyses the ways in which psychologists and psychiatrists in the 
UK, who as active members of the SCR (Society for Cultural Relations with the 
USSR) andin the rnain Communists or at least individuals sympathetic to the Soviet 
system, responded to developments inSovietpsychology during the Cold War. 

In the aftermath of World War II Stalin reqnired that all Soviel science be 
imbued with Bolshevik spirit and purpose. 'This behest led to intense ideological 
discussions within Soviel psychology. In 1948 S. L. Rubinshtein and A. N. Leont'ev 
were severely criticised, and the "August Session" oftheAll-UnionLeninAcademy of 
Agricultural Sciences decreed that the science of genetics be replaced by Lysenkoism. 
Laterthe USSRAcademy ofSciences and theAcademy ofMedical Sciences "Pavlov 
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Sessions" of 1950 for physiology and psychology, 1951 for psychiatry and 
psychology, and l 952justforpsychology, imposed a Pavlovianline in psychology. 

Reactions to these events by SCR psychologists and psychiatrists are assessed. 
Vihereas but little enthusiasm was shown for Lysenko's ideas, the response to Pavlov 
bothin theory and practicewas farmore positive. 

References 
Personal Commurtications from SCR psychologists and psychiatrists, and 

others typescripts in the SCRarchive 
Ang/o-Soviet Journal [published hy the SCRJ 
SCR Medica/ Bulletin 
SCR Soviet Education Bulletin 
SCR Soviel Psychology Information Bulletin 

Nathalie RICHARD 
Universite Paris l Pantheon Sorhonne 

Centre d1histoire des sciences et des mouvements intellectuels 

History and psycbology in nineteenth·century France : 
Madness and rcvolution in Taine'S Les origines de la France CJmternporaine 

In 1864, Hippolyte Taine defined history as "a problem of psychology". After 
completing his treatise on psychology (De l'intel/igence, 1870), and having witnessed 
the French defeat against Prussia and the revolutionary episode of the Commune de 
Paris, he undertook the writing of a multi-volume book 011 French history since 1789: 
Les Origines de la France contemporaine (1875-1893, 6 vol.). This paper will show 
how Taine made use of bis psychology in the writing of history, focusing on thc 
explanation of the Revolu!i2n il)J!lffilS ofmadness. 

Using the works of contemporary alienists as references, Taine gave portraits 
of the main Jacobean leaders as madmen. In a chapter entitled "Portraits des 
principaux chefu Jacobeans", he diagnosed, with lengthy attention to personal history 
and physical and moral symptoms, Marat as a case of lucid madness ("homicidal 
maniac"), Danton as a case of atavistic retum to barbarism ("moral madness"), and 
Robespierre as a case ofdouble personality. In otherparts of Les Origines de /a France 
contemporaine, these diagnoses were extended to the revolutionary crowds. 

Underlying this description of the French Revolution, 1s an. explallation of 
madness in terms of disordered passions. The last part of this paper will focus on this 
theory ofpassions. On the first band, following Esquirol (Des passions, 1805) and 
according to one ofthe main thesis developed in De l'inte/ligence, it provided a way to 
!hink madness as a "mind-body phenomenon". In Les Origines de la France 
contemporaine, the main passions were linked to basic bodily needs (such as 
nutrition). At a deeper Jever, through this theory which can be seen as both a legacy 
from the alienist tradition and from political economy, Taine was able to link the 
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Inskriptionen d.h. vor allem die nationalsozialistische Ideologie gelöscht worden 
sind. Der neue Deutsche sollte allerdings nicht einfach „besser", sondern auch 
„glücklicher" gemacht werden ein obligatorischer Leitgedanke der Propagandaarbeit 
angesichts der Konkurrenz mit den Westalliierten um die Gunst der Deutschen. Der 
populärwissenschaftliche „Seelenfang" der SMAD ging dabei soweit, dass sogar mit 
Unsterblichkeitsversprechungen geworben wurde. In speziellen Broschüren des 
SMAD-Verlages wurde ausführlich darüber berichtet, dass den sowjetischen 
Wissenschaftlern die Schaffung eines Wunder-Serums gelungen sei, womit man „den 
kalten Odem des Todes" bald vertreiben könnte. 

All diese propagandistischen Bemühungen blieben nicht ohne Wirkung. Mehr 
als bloße Agitation erscheint dabei das „Planetarische Manifest" Johannes R. Bechers, 
welches der damalige Kulturminister der DDR unter dem Eindruck des ersten 
künstlichen Erdtrabanten verfasste. Sein Lob an die sowjetische Naturwissenschaft 
gipfelte in dieser prägnanten Fonnel: ,,Es war das Herz einst des Menschen/ von 
Ängsten beklommen. /Von der Angst vor der Not/ und der Angst vor der Sterblichkeit. 
/ Es wurde den Menschen die Angst vor der Not genommen, /Nun wurde er auch von 
der Angst vordem Tode befreit." • 

Der geplante Vortrag präsentiert eine intennediale Untersuchung des „neuen 
Menschen" in der „neuen Natur" der SBZ/DDR, er zieht Kunst, Literatur, 
poptilärwissenschaftliche Texte, filmische Darstellungen sowie unveröffentlichte 
Dokumente der SMAD und SED heran. Das zitierte poetische Bekenntnis Bechers 
zeigt auf eine geradezu prototypische Weise, welche prominente Rolle dem 
interdiskursiven Faszinosum „Natur" und somit der populären Wissenschaftskultur in 
bezug auf politische Machtteclmologien grundsätzlich zukommt. Diesem 
politikgeschichtlichen Aspekt der Wissenschaftsgeschichte widmet sich die 
übergeordnete Fragestellung des Vortrags. 

Richard E. RAWLES 
Russian Psychology Research Unit 

University College London 

Responses to Pavlov by psychologists and psychiatrists in the 
Society for Cultural Relations with the USSR, 1945-1970 

This paper analyses the ways in which psychologists and psychiatrists in the 
UK, who as active members of the SCR (Society for Cultural Relations with the 
USSR) andin the main Communists or at least individuals sympathetic to the Soviet 
system, responded to developments in Sovietpsychology duringthe Cold War. 

In the aftennath of World War II Stalin required that all Soviet science be 
imbued with Bolshevik spirit and purpose. Tbis behest Jed to intense ideologicaI 
discussions within Soviel psychology. In 1948 S. L. Rubinshtein and A. N. Leont'ev 
were severely criticised, and the "August Session" of the All-Union Lenin Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences decreed !hat the science of genetics be replaced by Lysenkoism. 
Laterthe USSRAcaderny ofSciences and theAcaderny ofMedical Sciences "Pavlov 
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Sessions" of 1950 for physiology and psychology, 1951 for psychiatry and 
psychology, and 1952 justforpsychology, imposed aPavlovian line in psychology. 

Reactions to ihese events by SCR psychologists and psychiatrists are assessed. 
Whereas hut little enihusiasm was shown for Lysenko's ideas, the response to Pavlov 
boih in iheory and practice was farmore positive. 

References 
Personal Communications from SCR psychologists and psychiatrists, and 

oihers typescripts in the SCR archive 
Anglo-Soviet Journal [published by ihe SCR] 
SCR Medical Bulletin 
SCR Soviel Education Bulletin 
SCR Soviel Psychology lf!forrnation Bulletin 

Nathalie RICHARD 
Universite Paris l Pantheon Sorbonne 

Centre d'histoire des sciences et des mouvements intellectuels 

History and psychology in nineteenth~centu.ry France : 
Madness and reyolution in Taine'S Les origines de Ja France amtemporaine 

In 1864, Hippolyte Taine defined history as "a problem ofpsychology". After 
completing his treatise on psychology (De l'intelligence, 1870), and having witnessed 
lhe French defeat against Prussia and ihe revolutionary episode of ihe C01mnune de 
Paris, he undertook the writing of a multi-volume book on French history since 1789: 
Les Origines de la France contemporaine (1875-1893, 6 vol.). This paper will show 
how Taine made use of his psychology in ihe writing of history, focusing on the 
explanation ofihe Revolution in terms of madness. 

Using the works of contemporary alienists as references, Taine gave portraits 
of the main Jacobean leaders as madmen. In a chapter entitled "Portraits des 
pdncipaux chefs Jacobeans", he diagnosed, w1th lengihy attention to personal history 
and physical and moral symptoms, Marat as a case of lucid madness ("homicidal 
maniac"), Danton as a case of atavistic return to barharism ("moral madness"), and 
Robespierre as a case of double personality. In otherparts of Les Origines de /a France 
contemporaine, these diagnoses were extended to therevolutionary crowds. 

Underlying ihis description of ihe French Revolution, ,s an explanation of 
madness in terms of disordered passions. TI1e last part of this paper will focus on this 
theory ofpassions. On the first band, following Esquirol (Des passions, 1805) and 
according to one of ihe main ihesis developed in De l'intelligence, it provided a way to ' 
ihink madness as a "mind-body phenomenon". In Les Origines de /a France 
contemporaine, the main passions were linked to basic bodily needs (such as 
nutrition). At a deeper Jever, ihrough this theory which can be seen as boih a legacy 
from ihe alienist tradition and from political economy, Taine was able to link the 
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political dimension ofhis work ( condemning the French Revolution as themain cause 
forthe country's general decline in the 19'" Century) with its scientific ambition (using 
history as a kind of experimental field for the new "scientific" psychology he had 
promoted inDe l'intel!igence). 

lt is weil known that De l'intelligence represents an importaot step in the birth 
of a new French psychology, which was largely focuscd on thc mind-body relation, 
and was defined as "experimental". But the fact that, in the 1881 foreword to De 
l'inte/ligence, Taine claimed that histmy ,.2!.'!~. provide an experimental field for the 
modern psychologist has attracted !ess comment. Les Origines de la F rance 
contemporaine demonstrated this c!aim. Taine's example-thus illustrates clearly that 
psychology, history, and political philosophy were not necessarily considered as 
separate fields in thc 19"' Centnry, but were very often thought of as part of a more 
general "moral and political" science of man. 

References 
Eric GASPARlNl, La pensee politique de Taine entre traditionalisme et 

!ibera/isme, Presses univcrsitaires d'Aix-Marseille, 1993. 
Hilary N!AS, The Artificial Seif The Psycho/ogy of Hippolyte Taine, Oxford, 

Legenda, 1999. 
Nathalie RICHARD, "L'histoire comme probleme de psycho!ogie: Taine et la 

'psychologie du Jacobin' ",Mil neu/ cent, 2002, 20, p. 153-172. 
Pascale SEYS, Hippolyte Taine et l'avenement du naturalisme, Paris, 

L'Hannattan, 1999. 

Graham RICHARDS 
British Psuchological Society History of Psychology Centre, London 

Using <abebooks.com> as a historical research resource and 
Other observations on web-use 

The advent ofthe worldwide web has revolutionisedscholarship overthe last 
decade. While offering easy access to a host of new research resources it is not, 
however, without its downside. In this paper l will focus primarily on how the main 
second-hand book site, abebooks.com, can be used as aresearch resource, but also the 
inherent limitations ofthis. l will try to identify more clearly the kinds of question it 
can and caunot address. Some additional observations will be offered about web
research generally in relation to history of the human sciences research. Tue final 

\ message is one of caution rather than outright enthusiasm. It is hoped that this 
presentation might trigger others to share their experience and views in the discussion. 
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David K. ROBINSON 
Truman State University 
Kirksville, Missouri USA 

German INfluences on Russian PSychology, 1860-1920 

Historians ofhigher education have long recognized the leadership of Gennan 
universities in the late-ninetcenth century, cspeciaHy in the natural and s.ocial sciences. 
Like N orth Americans and others, Eastem Europeans journeyed to German research 
centers to attain high er degrees or simply to visit laboratories and consult with Gennan 
leaders of their academic field. These peoplc also usually sought to publish the results 
oftheirresearch in German scientific journals. 

Ibis paper will look at several examples of people from the Russian Empire 
who helped to establish the psychological sciences in their homeland (psychiatry as 
well as psychology), after having studied abroad, especially in Germany Among 
others, the cases of Pavlov, Bekhterev, N. Lange, Chizh, Tokarskii, and Chelpanov 
will be examined. 

Tue goal is to rnake an assessrnent of general influences, but also to point out 
some local variations, especially directions that became more influential during the 
Sovietperiod. 

Armin SCHÄFER 
Bauhaus-Universität Weimar, Fakultät Medien 

Secing Bruce Nauman walking with Samuel Beckett 

American artist Brnce Nauman has explored particular cultural and body 
techniques such as walking, speaking, or playing a musical instrumcnt In 1%8, he 
produced a filmed perfonnance called „Slow Angle Walk (Beckett Walk)". In this 
performance, Nawnan walked around in his studio in a way described in Samuel 
Beckett's novel Watt while filming himselfwith a fixed camera that was rotated 90°. 
Tue performance was basically an exercise in practising a body techniqne and an 
investigation in the history of walking. Namnan, however, also wantcd the spectator to 
have the same experience as the performer, instead ofjust watching the latter having 
this particular experience. So the fihn is notjusta record ofthe performance but also an 
experiment in the psychology of human perception and its relation to gravity and 
space. 
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Matthias SCHWARTZ 
Department ofComparative Literalure / Institute for East-European Studies 

Free Uµiversity Berlin 

Psychological heroes and cybernetic creatures: About the scientific recoNStruction of men in 
Soviet popular culture in lbe 1950s and 1960s 

Irre so called "political thaw" of thc late 1950s and early l 960s, underthe reign 
of Nikita Khruchev is widely recognised as a decisive period in Soviet history, 
commonly associated with relative political liberalisation; cultural renewal and 
immense scicntific developments. Especially in the field of culture, there was a 
strongly feit need to reformnlate the image of man, to forge a new authentic, 
psychologically credible character in contrast to the schematic, ideologically based 
andrnythic heroes ofthe Stalin Era who were designed tobe free of ahnest all conflicts 
or doubts. At the same time, the rise of cybemetics, which became one of the most 
popular scientific fields ofthe time, appeared to promise a fundamcntalreconstruction 
of how society and men are understood. As one critic, in reactioµ to Andrei 
Kolmogorov's famous speech conceming "automata and life", (1960) put it: "In the 
history of rnankind there is an interesting paradox: The more man withdraws from the 
image ofhis "exclusiveness", his almightiness and his "godliness", the more powerful 
he becomes. Thus has it been after Copemicus [ ... ). Thus has it been after Darwin [ ... ). 
Thus has it been after Pavlov [ ... J. But, perhaps the most decisive blow against the 
religious image of menas the centre oflhe Universe, the inimitable and only possessor 
of consciousness, (or a "soul") is cybemetics." (Journal "Knowledge is power", No. 
6/1961) At first sight, this "scientific" reduction of men to a synthesisable cybemetic 
creature among many others in the universe (machines, aliens, animals, until now 
unknown conscious beings) seems to contrast with the cultural and political discourse 
ofthe reinvention of"true", exclusively '~human" characters. But ifwe take a closer 
Jook atthe populartexts ofthe 1950s and 1960s about men andmachines, about "lyrics 
and physics", we discover a range of interactions and relations between the 
"psychological" and the "cybemetic" images of men, between ideologically 
prescribed heroes and scientifically reconstructed beings. 

Tue paper will examine some of these manifold relations between popular 
aesthetic, ideological and scientific dispositifs, in the context ofKhruchev era culture; 
it will further examine the extent to which these paradigmatic changes have been 
predetermined by the Stalin period, and determined the ideological patterns of the 
following Brezhnev period. 
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Alexander SCHWERIN 
Max-Planck-Institut, Berlin 

The Russiao geneticists Nikolaj and Elena Timof.EEff-Rcssovsky 
(1900--1981 & 1898-1973). yearn for wholeness in Germany'S JOtles: 

Animal nodels in a special mission of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinsdiaft 

Soon after Nikolaj and Elena Timofäeff-Ressovsky had moved from Moscow 
to Berlin and had started working at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institute for Brain Research 
in 1925, they published a series of papers concemed with gene action and the interplay 
between genes and the environment. lt was right in thc eve of a new phase in genetics 
when the so-called classical Mendelian genetics became a constitutive element of the 
theory of evolution bul, also, turned towards a more complex concept of the organism. 
The latter point tends tobe overlooked maybe because more historiographic meaning 
has been assigned to molecular genetics that developed starting with the forties. 
However, Evelyn Fox Keller has pointed recently to a long lasting tradition in 
biological research combining heredity and development and therewith embracing the 
whole organism. This tendency may be attributed to a specific style of thinking of 
German biologists. But, as I want to argue, it was based in a certain conceptual and 
experimental constellation ofbiomedical research in the twenties and thirties. 

The Ressovskys played a cmcial role, since they introduced a genetic 
experimental system in the German context that represented a combination of 
American and Russian science. Fnrit flies were experimental objects not widely used 
up to then in Germany, as German geneticists preferred more complex organisms. The 
choice ofthe proper model animal is quite depended on the question posed and vice 
versa. It was in a special commission of Germany's most important sc.ience 
organisation where models and problems becarne fruitfully mixed. 

In my talk I want to depict the research and the discussion in the commission 
rnentioned in order to analyse the peculiarities of genetic research in Germany in the 
thirties. 

Sonu SllAMDASANl 
Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at University College London 

The politics of replication: 
Tbe commencement of the First Freud Wars, 1906-1907 

From 1904, psychoanalysis gained a heari:ng in the German speaking 
psychiatric world through the advocacy ofEugen Bleuler. This signalled a nmtation in 
the reception ofFreud's theories. In a series of congresses and meetings in 1906 and 
1907 -the Congress ofSouth West German Neurologists and Psychiatrists in Baden
Baden, the Meeting of South West German Psychiatrists in Tübingen and the 
International Congress for Psychiatry, Neurology and Psychology in Amsterdam, 
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psychoanalysis was openly debated and contested, and the First Freud Wars bad 
commenced. At these events, the question ofhow psychoanalysis should be debated 
was discussed, and whether it could be replicated, tested and repudiated, and by 
whom. This paper reconstructs these events and maps out how the issues raised 
affected the subsequent development ofpsychoanalysis. 

Kerry SKINNER 
JohannLOUW 

University ofCape Town, South Afüca 

1Feminising' the professions M the case of psycbology 

Tue 'feminisation' of an occupation generally refers to the movement ofwomen 
into its membership, ultimately retlected in the relative percentages of men and 
warnen active in the field. In the last ten years or so quite a nurnberofoccupations have 
been examined in terrns of its growing feminisation, such as medicine (general 
practice ), law, teaching, library science, and psychology. In this paper we exarnine the 
rapid and drarnatic feminisation of psychology as a profession, focusing on South 
Afücan pattems. This is a pattem that has beenrecognised in rnany parts of the world, 
e.g. the USA, Norway, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Canada, Japan, and Argentina. 
Indeed, the trend is so widespread that it ntight be analytically more useful to think of 
countries where the profession has NOT been feminised, where men are still in the 
majority. We mll show evidence that South Afücan warnen enter the discipline in 
increasing numbers as students, and that this trend is maintained in the percentage of 
women registering as professional psychologists with the Professional Board for 
Psychology. 

We address questions ofwhy this should be the case (e.g. the fit between the 
form and content of the profession and women as labour force parti.cipants; 
psychology seen as a profession involving 'emotional work'). We also speculate on 
some of the consequences of such a process identified in the literatnre, such as the 
devaluation in prestige ofthe profession, and arednction inremuneration forits work. 

Marina YIL SOROKINA 
Moscow 

Constructingthe BOdy of EXile: Russian ACademics in TRansition (1917~1945) 

Tue paper presents a new research projectofthe "Rnsskoe Zarubezh'e" Library 
- Biob1bliographica/ Dictionary of the Russ,an Scient1fic Emigration (1917-1945). lt 
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traces the displacement and refugee experiences ofthe Russain academic community 
(refugees, migrants, retrnnees, (re)settlers, etc.) as apart ofthe world migration of 
intellectuals underthe impact ofWorld War One, the Bolshevik Revolution (1917) and 
Civil War(l917-1921). In this framework the study ofthe personal and insritutional 
biographies means the reconstruction ofthe creation anddestructionof different levels 
ofnational and international research networks. lt shows tbe real scale ofinfluence of 
the dispersed Russian academic community, both on science-building in the Soviet 
Union/Russia andin westem countries. 

lrmingard STAEUBLE 
Free University, Berlin 

Social Sciences after the Tbree Worlds 

For some time, I have traced botb the post-World War II expansion of 
psychology and tbe social sciences to the non-Western world and the Third World 
responses to the received products (Staeuble, 2004, 2005). Has the course of this 
expansion achieved a change in the imbalanced power strnclure of international 
knowledge production and is there reason to celebrate a geouine intern.ationalisation 
or globalisation of the social sciences as is currently fashionable? Or nmst the critical 
response of many Asian, African, and Larin American scholars lo a 'Euro
Americanisation' of social knowledge be taken seriously? And if the latter, are 
attempts at conceptual indigeoisation of Psychology, Sociology elc. likely tomeod the 
Jack of fit between the ways people understand the worlds they live in and thereceived 
Eurocentric constructions of social reality? 

In my talk, I will outline some of the conclusions I have come to and .conunent 
on furtber questions formy research. Tue obvious gap inmy approach is the neglect of 
the question of the impact that particular features of social science production in the 
Second World may have made in other parts of the world, which also involves the 
question of the spread of varieries of socialist theories in academic quarters of Latin 
American, Asian, andAfrican countries. 

My emphasis will be on areview ofthe snitability, for historical analysis ofthe 
social sciences world-wide, of the post-World-War II paradigm of global economic 
and political configurations around the concept ofThree Worlds. As aptly observed by 
critical historians, "(w )hat are gone are notonly concepts for organizing the world, but 
also concepts that served to give cohereoce to projects of emancipation" (Dirlik, Bahl 
& Gran, 2000, p. 7). Forthose still committcd to thinking alternatives to the preseot, in 
politics as well as in the social sciences, there can be no relief in following the 
dismissal ofhistory that prevails in current academic preoccupation with globalism, 
postmodemism, and postcolonialism. 
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Henderikus J. STAM 
University of Calgary, Canada 

The special place of animah in constituting objects for twentieth century psychologJ: the case of 
phenomenology 

Anirnals occupy a unique Jocation in the history o f acadernic psychology due to 
their constitution as psychological objects. Early 20" century North American 
psychology was preoccupied with recording psychological processes derived from a 
technology that pitted individual anirnals against an instrument. In order for these 
processes to make sense, the individual anirnal had to be rernoved as far as possible 
frorn an ecologically meaningful babitat or umwelt. Tue animal itself gradually took 
on the nature of an abstract organism, subject to increased isolation, continuous 
surveillance, control of responses and, finally, the mechanization and automation of 
the experimental animal itself These processes aimed to increase the overall integrity 
of the representations, a crucial step if they were to move from local knowledge 
produced by way of initially eccentric instrnments to a form of universal knowledge, 
removed from its local and historical origins. In this paper I want to address the 
general orientation to animals in early 20" century North American psychology and 
then discuss thc exception to this found in mid-20" century European 
phenomenological psycbology. lnvestigators such as Buytendijk as weil as 
philosophers such as Merlean-Ponty and Plessner had a vision of animal sentience 
radically at odds with this technical, theriornorphic conception of animal attributes. I 
will discuss these in the context ofthe lost phenomenological tradition ofmid-20" 
century European psychology and contrast it with the dominant neo-behaviorist 
tradition and the lostzoontology itrepresents. 
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Kant'S conception of a pragmatic anthropology 

In 1786, Kant claimed that empirical psychology cannot be a science 
properly so-called. He never claimed such a thing about what he would come to call 
"pragmatic" anthropology, a discipline he regnlarly taught from thc 1770s until the 
1790s and which he hoped could be developed into a leading approach witbi.n the 
human sciences. Now, tbe psychologi.es of Kant's time and his own anthropology 
overlapped largely in tbeir subject matter (the human mind and behavior). Moreover, 
Kant was aware that his anthropology was hardly more developed than the 
psychologies ofhis times. 

Why, then, the divergent evalnations? This prohlem has hardly been 
l addressed in the literature. To solve it, l shall first introducethe 18" -century attempts to 

,- establish a general science of the human domain by applying (ratber blindly) somc 
standard ormethod from the more mature natural sciences. These attempts were given 
various litles, two of the most important being 'empirical psychology' and 
'anthropology'. Secondly, I explain Kant's concept of science as systematicity. This 

2. notion has two basic meanings: Science is intemally ~ystematic in that the cognitiorn; 
- contained in a science are tobe uni.fied in a coherent theory of doctrine. Sci.ence is also 

externa/ly systematic: tbe conception of any science must be explicated by means of 
adjusting assumptions about subject matter, methods, and goals, and thereby its 

~relation to other disci.plines in the map of the sciences. This idea of external 
f8ysternatici1y provi.ded tbe tools for Kant's judgments a.bout psychology and 

anthropology. Although hi.s resulti.ng conception of anthropology is harclly 
unproblernati.c, the method by which he developed i.t is characteristically different 
from, and more instructive as, the standard 1s• century attempts to improve the human 
sciences. e,.._ ') 
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Wilhelm Wundt'S comparative psychology in 
VorlesunGen ÜBer Die Menschen- und Thierseele (1863) 

lt has beenjust 150 years since Alexander Bain (1818-1903) published The 
Senses and the Intellect (1855), the book whicb has been considered as the 
introductory part of the history of comparative psychology. Tue first main step 
followed is Charles Datwin (! 809-1882) and his The Origin ofSpecies (1859) as well 
as The Descent ofMan (1871), laterfollowed by Anima! lntelligence (1882) by George 
Romanes ( 1848-1894). In contrast to such narnes appearing in the mainstream history 
of comparative psychology ( e.g. Boakes, 1984 ), not much attention has been made to 
Lectures on Human and Anima! Psychology [Vorlesungen über die Menschen- und 
Tierseele] written by Wilhelm Wund! (1832-1920). Althougb Boakes (1984) wrote 
that "InhisLectures onAnimal and Human Psychologyof 1892 Wundtremarked that 
he was appalled by thc Jack of sophistication in Romanes' work" (p.58), the work 
mentioned here was the second edition of the book, wholly different from the first 
edition (1863) of the same book w hich appeared long before the Romanes' work. 

Being interested in this very early period of comparative psychology after 
Darwin, I looked into the first edition of Vorlesungen über die Menschen- und 
Thiersee/e (1863, 2 vols.) and made a comparison with tl,e virtually last edition 
(7th/8thedition in 1922, 1 vol. ). Interestingly, there was achapteron the intelligence of 
animals, includinginsects, birds andmannnals, in the first edition (Ch.29, pp.443-460, 
vol. l), in which Wnndt referred to three anthors: Hermarm Samuel Reimarns (1694-
1768), Peter Scheitlin (1779-1848) and Alfred Edmund Brelnn (1829-1884). The 
comparison in detail will be shownin tables. 
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Communists and the c.ampaign .ugainst intelligence tests in Britain, 1940--1970 

British Communists developed a theoretical model of child development 
which they used to argue against the spread of intelligence testing in education. In 
discussion about child development two distinct ,positions emerged reflecting 
professional experience in clinical psychology and school education. This debate had 
a substantial impact on the campaign to reduce reliance on testing for selection but its 
most persuasive outcome was the use of theory from Soviet psychology in work in 
mental handicap. 

Tatiana L ULYANKJNA 
Institute for History of Science and Technology 

1vfoscow, Russia 

Russian refugecs and the "Harvard Project" ofthc Russian Research Center (Cambridge, 
USA), 1951-1954 

Tue Second World War gave a powerful impulse towards the development of 
American Sovietology: since the United States had a lack ofenough infonnation about 
its new ally lhe Soviet Union - thatwhy they grearly needed it. In 1946, with financial 
support from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Russian Area Program was launched, 
and two Russian Institutes started ftmctioning: one al the Colmnbia University (New 
York), the other at the Stanford University (Palo Alto, near San Francisco). In two 
years (1948), al the height ofthe Cold War, the Camegie Corporation supported the 
foundation ofthe Russian Research Center in Harvard University (Cambridge). The 
Center headed by Harvard professor of anthropology C. Kluckhon. The Executive 
Committee consisted of scholars in many fields of science: psychologisls, 
sociologists, cconomisls, lawyers, and anlhropologisls. Among them there were two 
distinguished persons Russian emigrants so called "the first wave of emigre" ( 1919 
1939) : V. V. Leontiev - the Harvard professor, an economist (the future Nobel Prize 
winner, 1973) and M.M. Karpovich, the professor of Slavic languages at Harvard. 
Tue aim of so called "Harvard Project" of the Russian Research Center was lo reveal a 
strong and weak points of the Soviel System and lo make the predictions about its 
füture. A valuable objecl of'Harvard Project in 1951 1954 was a new Soviel emigre 
who were either isolated in DP ( displaced persons) camps in Ame1ican zone of 
occupation in Germany and Austria or already moved to the USA. All in all, 13 
thousand of former Soviet citizens were inlerviewed by Harvard scholars within the 
framework oflhis project. Tue Munich Institnte for lhc Stndy ofthe USSR (1951-
197 4) was established as one ofits consequences. 

Tue authorofthis paperis currently workingin the archivesrelevant to lhe fales 
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Cakulated '»-riting and face: The criminalistical cybernetics 

Biometrical control systern is the key technology in the battle agaiust 'world 
terrorism'. The new identity cards contain chips with the data about our face fonns, 
reatures, iris, and dactyl grarns, which will be controlled at the frontier. In this 
presentation, I would like to draw your attention to the history ofthis technological 
character ofcontrol, or more precisely to the construction of the seif This debate goes 
back at least until the 17" century, but I would like to concentrate here on the Soviel 
post-war period in which cybemetics became fully established, and in which 
criminalistics used the new knowledge to scanning, monitoring, reading, interpreting, 
and responding to trials. 

SimonWALSH 
Department of Psychology, University of Calgary 

Reception of Gestalt theory in theAmerican joumal literature: 1923-1933 

The reception of Gestalt theory in America has received limited attention by 
historians of psychology. And when contemporary writers have written on this 
reception, they have tended to do so as ifitwas today well-known and uncontroversial. 
Yet when ~in 1922 published an article inP.vychologica/ Bulletin, intended as an 
introduction for American psychologists to Gestalt ideas, it effectively launched what 
Mitchell Ash has elsewhere narned thc 'initial reception' period of Gestalt theory 
withinAmerica psychology; over thenext deeade dozens ofjoumal articles on Gestalt 
theory appeared, with American psychologists keen to offer their views, criticisms, 
and corrections ofthe ideas forwarded by their Gennan counterparts. The result was 
illuminating: fully aware of the critique of American psychology that bad been made 
by the leading Gestalt theorists, Arnerican writers were forced to re-exarnine their 
particular brand of psychology, and to interpret Gestalt theory in light of this. Three 
questions occupy rne here: (!) What was the result ofthe above re-examination? (2) 
DidAmerican psychologistsrnisinterpret Gestalt theory? (3) What does the reception, 
as reflected in the journal literature, say ab out the Ameriean psychology of the period? 
lu order to answerthese questions my paperwill focus on the relevant joumal literature 
in the decade following Koflka' s initial presentation; to my knowledge no such review 
has ever been undertaken. 
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the United States. In C. Buxton (Ed.), Points ofview in the modern history of 
psychology (pp. 295-344). San Diego: Academic Press. 

William R. WOODWARD 
University ofNew Hampshire, USA 

EMigrE Russian women in psychology: gcndcr and ethnicity as füt."tors 

Tirree women in psychology left their homclands soon after the Russian 
Revolution to study in Gennany in the 1920s. They came via a double emigration to 
the United States around 1930. They went on to careers in applied and acadcmic fields 
of psychology, not without employment difficulties during the depression years and 
after. 

Maria A. Ovsiankina ( 1898-1993) bad a Gcrman mother and a Russian father. 
Born in Tscbita, Russia, she grew up in Vladivostok in eastern Siberia but arrived in 
Berlin with her brother and sister: She studied in the group around Kurt Lewin. She 
came to Worcester State Hospital, where David Shakow found her a job just as the 
Depression was beginning. She became a professor at Wheaton College near Boston 
in 1949, at age 51, then moved to direct counseling at the University ofConnecticut 
until retirement. 

Tamara Dembo (1902-1993) came ofJewish parents from Baku, Azerbaijan to 
St. Petersburg, where she began engineering studies before moving with her family to 
Germany in 1921. Afriend ofüvsiankiua, she did a dissertation under Lewin on the 
problem of frustration, perhaps stemming from her early heart ailment. She emigrated 
in the early l 930s to Smith College briefly and then worked from 1932 to 1934 at the 
WorcesterState Hospital courtesy ofDavid Sl1akow. She finally became a professor at 
Clark at age 60. 

Eugenia Hanfmarm ( l 905-1983) remadrnd that the Russian Revolution 
changed her life, for her family moved from St. Petersburg to Lithuania, the birthplace 
of her futher. She studied in Jena, where Wilhehn Peters, an "Austrian Jew and 
socialist" recommended her to Kurt Kofika at S1nith College in 1930. She worked 
with Tamara Dembo in cognitive and developmental psychology. She was "rescued," 
as she put it, by David Shakow at the Worcester State Hospital, who also employed 
Dembo as Assistant. Later, Abraham Maslow brought her to Brandeis to direct 
counseling. 

Tuus, these three friends owed their start in psychology to male patrons, many 
ofthern Jewish. Yet they didnot publically self-identify as Jewish. lndeed, in Russia 
in the 19" century, thöse Jews who were baptised would not probably not have clone so. 
However, informal Jewish networks seemed to offer a way to break the gender 
ernployment barrier in Weimar Gennany and the Depression era U.S. Gender as well 
as etbnicity constituted a mixed blessing professionally; Hanfinarm remarked that 
sometimes her minority status as a woman afforded her more recognition than she 
deserved. Did they choose career over marriage, like many N orth American women of 
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the first generation around World War I? Theirjob options appeared to broaden beyond 
women's colleges to government work with the Office of Strategie Services 
(Hanfinann ), counseling services (Ovsiankina ), and applied research on handicapped 
persons (Dembo ). But did applied employment reflect limited academic 
opportunities? Ibis paper will explore the professional opportunities and obstacles 
they experienced as emigre scholars. 

Barbara WURM 
Graduiertenkolleg "Codierung von Gewalt im medialen Wandel" 

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 

Observing the observer experimentalizing the New Man. Soviet avantgardc cinematography as 
the "new science" ofthe 1920s 

"Kino novaya nauka." (Ci.nema is the new science ), writes lppolit Sokolov in 
the first issue of Aleksey Gan's constructivist joumal Kino.Jot in 1922. Ibis is a new 
message, because it wants tobe understood inits very litoral sense. 

My paper will try to de-metaphorize what has since been called the 
"laboratory" ofa "cultural experiment" (Bowlt/Matich (Ed.): Laboratory ofDreruns. 
Th.e Russian Avant-Garde and Cultural Experiment. Stanfurd 1996). I want to show 
that the epistemic impact of early cinematography was at its height, when Vertov and 
Kuleshov, Meyerchol'd and the camerarnan of bis biomechanical studies, Teremin., 
experimented on the nature of movement, rhythm and expression. Cinematography 
becarne the most precious and most "exact" of all instruments and techniques of 
observing. In their attempt to create a scientific cinematography (which in the 
beginning had a Jot in common with the genre of "nauchnaya fil'ma"), the avautgarde 
filmmakers' inlc'ntions range from "puttingthe theory ofrelativity on screen" (Vertov) 
to "fixating the organized human and natural material aud organizing the spectator's 
attention" (Kuleshov). On the other hand, (bio-)scientific research to a !arge extent 
depended on the camera and the 'moving image' e.g. Gastev' s laboratory in the Central 
Institute ofLabour or Bechterev's and Pavlov's psycho-physiological experiments. 

Tue "scientification" of cinema and the '1cinematization" of sciellce need tobe 
analyzed as two ways (methods) of reaching one goal the improvernent of the 
observer, "nablyudatel'". Differentaesthetic, technical and pedagogical projects ofthe 
l 920s refer to this goal. By focusing on little known aspects and protagonists of these 
projects Levitov's Nablyudatel'nost' (1923), Troyanovsky's and Egiazarov's 
Izuchenie kinozritel'ya (1928) and the experimental analysis ofthe spectator/observer, 
undertaken by the cinematic and the physico-psychological sections of the GAChN 
my paper wants to reframe and thereby reevaluate Soviel avantgarde filmmaking and 
film theory, especially its non-fictional branches. Popular scientific films (the then so 
called ku/'twjll'my) Iike Kak xodit' po ulice (How to walk on the street) or Ne p/uj na 
pol (Don't spiton the floor) needto be understood as ameaus ofharmonizing and de
radicalizing major sreps in the education ofthe spectator, such as Vertov's Kino-Glaz 
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or L. Brik's and Zhemchuzhny's Steklannyj glaz, films realizing what science implies: 
observing the observer. 

ElenaA. ZAITSEVA 
Moscow State University 
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Institute for the History of Sceince and Technology, Russian Academy of Sciecnes, 

Moscow 

Gregoire WyroubofrS early positivism 

Having left Russia at the age of23, Gregoire Wyrouboff (1843 l 913) beeanie 
an ardent positivist and the closest collaborator of Auguste Comte's studeut, Emile 
Littre. Between. 1867 and 1883, he co-edited with Littre, and then Charles Robin, the 
Revue de philosophie positive, to which he also contributed numerous articles on 
scientific, philosophical, social and political issues. In the second half of the 
rrineteenth centrrry, the joumal was instrumental in shaping anticlerical and republican 
politics in the Frenchspeaking countries. 

In 1904, Wyrouboff was appointed to the College de France's chair of the 
history of science, which he held until his death. As a Comtean, he saw the history of 
science as the acme of the human spirit. Yet his approach to the subject was purely 
internalist and positivist. His positivism was also a barrier that prevented him :from 
recognising some major scientific achievements like the pnblication of the periodic 
table by Dmitry Mendeleev. The authors of the paper have recently completed 
Wyroubofl's biography; they will highlight some of the points of the manuscript, 
which is now with the publisher. 
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the firstgeneration around World War!? Their job options appeared to broaden beyond 
women's colleges to govermnent work with the Office of Strategie Services 
(Hanfinann ), counseling services ( Ovsiankina ), and applied research on handicapped 
persons (Dembo ). But did applied employment reflect limited academic 
opportunities? 1bis paper will explore the professional opportunities and obstacles 
they experiencedas emigre scholars. 

Barbara WURM 
Graduiertenkolleg "Codierung von Gewalt im medialen Wandel" 

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin 

Observing the observer experimentalizing the New Man. Soviet avantgarde cinematography as 
the "new science" oftbe 1920s 

"Kino novaya nauka." (Cinema is the new science), writes lppolit Sokolov in 
the first issue of Aleksey Gan's constructivisljournal Kino-Jot in 192:1 This is a new 
message, because it wants tobe understood in its very literal sense. 

My paper will try to de-metaphorize what has since been called the 
"laboratory" ofa "cultural experiment" (Bowlt/Matich (Ed.): Laboratory ofDreams. 
The Russian Avant-Garde and Cultural Experiment. Stanford 19%). I want to show 
that the epistemic impact of early cinematography was at its height, when Vertov and 
Kulesbov, Meyerchol'd and the cameraman of his biomechanical studies, Teremin, 
experimented on the nature of movement, rhythm and expression. Cinematography 
became the most precious and most "exact" of all instruments and techniques of 
observing. In their attempt to create a scientific cinematography ( which in the 
beginning had a lot in common with the genre of"nauchnaya fil'ma"), the avantgarde 
fihnmakers' intentions range from "putting the theory ofrelativity on screen" (Vertov) 
to "fixating the organized hrunan and natural material and organizing the spectator's 
attention" (Kttleshov). On the other hand, (bio-)scientific research to a !arge extent 
depended on the camera and the 'moving image' e.g. Gastev' s lahoratory in the Central 
Institute ofLabour or Bechterev's and Pavlov's psycho-physiological experiments. 

Tue "scientification" of cinema and the "cinematization" of science need tobe 
analyzed as two ways (methods) of reaching one goal the improvement of the 
observer, "nablyudatel'". Differentaesthetic, technical and pedagogical projects ofthe 
1920s refer to this goal. By focusing onlittle known aspects and protagonists ofthese 
projects Levitov's Nablyudatel'nost' (1923), Troyanovsky's and Egiazarov's 
Izuchenie kinozrite/'ya (1928) and the experimental analysis ofthe spectator/observer, 
undertakcn by the cinematic and thc physico-psychological sections ofthe GAChN 
my paper wants to reframe and thereby reevaluate Soviel avantgarde filmmaking and 
film theory, especially its non-fictional branches. Popular scientific films (the then so 
called kul'twfil'my) like Kakxodit' po u/ice (How to walk 011 the street) or Ne pluj na 
pol (Don't spit on the floor) need tobe understood as a means ofharmonizing and de
radicalizing major steps in the education ofthe spectator, such as Vertov's Kino-Glaz 
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or L. Brik's and Zhemchuzhny's Steklannyj glaz, films realizing what science implies: 
observing the observer. 
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Gregoire WyroubofrS early positivism 

Having left Russia at the age of 23, Gregoire Wyrouboff ( l 843 1913) became 
an ardent positivist and the closest collaborator of Auguste Comte's student, Emile 
Littre. Between 1867 and 1883, he co-edited with Littre, and then Charles Robin, the 
Revue de philosophie positive, to which he also contributed numerous articles on 
scientific, philosophical, social and political issues. In the second half of the 
nineteenth centuty, the joumal was instrnmental in shaping anticlerical andrepublican 
politics in the Frcnch spcakingcountrics. 

In 1904, Wyrouboff was appointed to the College de France's clfai:r of the 
history of science, which he held until his death. As a Comtean, he saw the histo:ry of 
science as the acme ofthe human spirit. Yet his approach to the subject was purely 
internalist and positivist. His positivism was also a barrier that prevented him from 
recognising some major scientific achievements like the publication of the periodic 
table by Dmitry Mendeleev. Tue authors of the paper have recently completed 
Wyrouboft's biography; they will bighlight some of the points of the manuscript, 
which isnow with thc publisher. 
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